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Summary
Tabulated Chemical Kinetics for Efficient and Detailed
Simulations of Diesel Engine Combustion
Efficient and detailed computational tools to simulate engine combustion are of great importance. The internal combustion engine will remain the primary mean for transportation in
the decades to come. Especially diesel engines are, and become increasingly more, popular
because of their high fuel-efficiency. Unfortunately they produce relatively high amounts
of soot and NOx . Although the emissions from combustion engines have decreased dramatically (orders of magnitude) in the past decades, legislation continues to impose ever
more demanding limits. Computational tools could help to rapidly design high-efficiency
and low-emission engines. However, the computational effort for the needed detailed simulations is prohibitive. One of the major challenges is to accurately model the chemical
reactions in an efficient manner.
Chemistry reduction methods have been introduced to reduce computational costs
while preserving the essentials of chemical kinetics. The Flamelet Generated Manifold
(FGM) technique developed at Eindhoven University of Technology is a tabulation approach
which has been applied for the simulation of different laminar and statistically-steady turbulent flames before. FGM is especially appealing for the simulation of combustion devices
such as diesel engines because it is known for lowering computational costs tremendously
and at the same time giving an accurate description of chemistry. Therefore, the central
question in this thesis is how to include vital engine combustion phenomena, such as ignition, in a generic way to make FGM a useful tool for diesel engines.
In this thesis, the FGM method is raised to a level at which it can be applied to simulate the complex processes in diesel engines. The motivation and scope are given in the
general introduction in Chapter 1, and the proposed approach is described in Chapter 2. The
novel extensions are developed and validated systematically in conjunction with a variety of
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) approaches as presented in the subsequent chapters.
First, the small scale processes are examined in simplified systems. Gradually, more of the
large scale physics are included towards device scale simulations.
Developments in modern engine technology are moving towards a regime with fuel
injection uncoupled from combustion. Auto-ignition is an essential characteristic in these
systems. The accurate prediction of this chemical process is of paramount importance. In
a tabulation method, a canonical combustion configuration that best represents the local
chemical process in a multidimensional system is chosen. Each canonical configuration

x
assumes a typical mixing condition which may be different from the mixing in the multidimensional case. Since only chemistry information is stored in the table, the mixing model
in the canonical configuration may introduce errors. Therefore, in Chapter 3 the validity of
the FGM method for ignition tabulation at mixing conditions that are relevant for engines is
investigated with Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) of 0D, 1D and 2D igniting systems.
An FGM table generated with homogeneous reactor simulations is able to correctly predict
reaction progress in perfectly stirred reactor cases which include mixing. On the other hand,
an FGM table generated with a single igniting counterflow diffusion flame at a constant
strain rate predicts the trend in auto-ignition delay for varying strain rates qualitatively correct. Ignition in a 2D mixing layer, where a straining field due to vortical structures exists,
is also well predicted with this FGM. To improve the quantitative auto-ignition prediction
near the ignition limit, an extra controlling variable is needed.
In the next step, in Chapter 4, the method is applied to Large-Eddy Simulations (LES)
of a diesel spray in a constant volume. This three-dimensional turbulent simulation setup
is the typical target application. The question is whether the developed approach is able to
predict macroscopic characteristics that are affected by chemistry. The focus is set on the
ignition delay and the quasi-steady lift-off distance of the flame. Furthermore, the effects of
models for turbulence-chemistry interaction are discussed. To this purpose, Flamelet Generated Manifolds are constructed using (igniting) counterflow diffusion flames computed
with two different reaction mechanisms. The chemistry is parameterized as a function of
the mixture fraction and a reaction progress variable. LES of an extensive set of igniting
n-heptane liquid sprays are performed of which well-documented experiments exist in the
literature (Engine Combustion Network). The main spray characteristics, spray penetration depth, ignition delay time, and flame lift-off length, are compared to measured values.
They correspond very well for varying ambient oxygen content and ambient temperature.
The results show that the ignition delay trend is captured with an igniting laminar flame in
the chemistry table and that subgrid closure assumptions can have a large influence on the
results.
The final intended application is the simulation of a full engine with moving pistons.
The temporal variation of in-cylinder pressure and temperature due to piston motion greatly
impact all processes, thus also combustion. The conditions at the start of injection are considerably different from the conditions at the start of ignition. The pressure/temperature
evolution in between influences the ignition delay itself. To take this phenomenon into
account, in Chapter 5, pressure has been added to the FGM as an additional controlling
variable next to mixture fraction and progress variable. An FGM table has been generated from igniting diffusion flames computed at certain expected pressure levels (and the
corresponding approximated in-cylinder bulk temperature). The obtained pressure dependent tables have been applied to Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations of
a moving piston section. The study shows that a moderate amount of pressure levels in the
FGM database are sufficient to represent the effect of the large pressure variation during
compression and combustion on FGM tabulation.
Finally, in Chapter 6, the achievements are summarized and suggestions for major
improvement points are formulated. Overall, FGM’s good performance at each stage of
model development and examination demonstrates the potential of the method to become a
powerful tool in designing clean and fuel-efficient compression ignition engines.

Chapter

Introduction

1

The energy needs of people have dramatically increased in the past century [iea, 2010]. To
meet this need, fossil fuels are converted into heat on a large scale in engines, such as in
cars and trucks, and in turbine engines for electricity production. This conversion process
is called combustion and is one of the oldest and most important inventions in the evolution
of the human race [Goudsblom, 2001]. Unfortunately, the combustion of fossil fuels has
some drawbacks. The stocks are finite, the emission of carbon dioxide (CO2 ) contributes
to global warming, and emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx ) and soot are harmful to our
health. About 18,000 people die prematurely from breathing polluted air in The Netherlands
annually [Knol and Staatsen, 2005].
The reason for continuing with the energy supply using these fuels is twofold. On one
hand, we are highly dependent on energy from combustion processes today. This is not
completely replaceable with alternatives from one day to the other. The share of fossil fuels
in the global energy consumption will decrease from 81% in 2008 to 75% in 2035 [iea,
2010]. The development of new technologies and the associated large scale infrastructure
have still a long way to go, so the combustion engine will remain the main power source
for both mobility and electricity generation in the decades ahead. On the other hand, the
incomparably high energy density of liquid fuels makes the use of combustion engines the
most efficient option for heavy transport applications, such as aircrafts, ships and trucks.
Electrification of these is still far ahead. In the outlook period up to 2035, transportation
will account for approximately 21% of the global energy consumption and will remain
to consist almost entirely of fossil and bio-based fuels [iea, 2010]. These numbers are
summarized in Fig. 1.1. Hence that on the short and medium term we need to consume the
available fossil fuels as efficiently and cleanly as possible. Thus, research on combustion
and engines continues to be important.
This introductory chapter first paints a picture of the motivation for and background
of this work. Then, a conceptual view on the combustion in compression ignition engines
is presented. Subsequently, approaches to model these phenomena are briefly discussed.
Finally, the purpose of this study is formulated and an outline of the thesis is given.

2

1.1

Motivation and background

The use of internal combustion engines for transportation is a major source of local air
pollution. Especially diesel engines are, and become increasingly more, popular because of
their high fuel-efficiency (low CO2 ), but unfortunately they produce relatively high amounts
of soot and NOx . Although the emissions from combustion engines have decreased dramatically (orders of magnitude) in the past decades, legislation continues to impose ever more
demanding limits to diesel engine emissions. This forces industry to further improve their
engines.
Nowadays, so much technology is added to engines that the degrees of freedom in
engine design and optimization is tremendous. Therefore, design approaches that rely on
prototype development and testing are too time-consuming and expensive. Development of
predictive and efficient computational tools would represent a significant step forward in
the ability to rapidly design high-efficiency and low-emission engines. On the other hand,
significant improvements in efficiency and emissions require a thorough understanding of
the in-cylinder processes. This can be achieved with simulations with a high spatial and
temporal resolution including details of the chemistry.
However, the complexity of the in-cylinder processes of a diesel engine poses big challenges for modeling. High pressure injection of liquid fuel, consisting of hundreds of hydrocarbons, causes droplet spray formation which evaporates, mixes with air and ignites, while
the piston is moving, thereby changing pressure and temperature in time. To efficiently deal
with these simultaneous processes, models for each of them are necessary. One of the major
challenges is to accurately model the presence of chemical reactions in an efficient manner,
which is the focus of this thesis.
Thanks to the progress of computer technology, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
has become an indispensable tool to study processes in many fields of science and industry.
First developed for fluid dynamics calculations, it has proven its value in the field of combustion as well. The problem with combustion, is the size and the stiffness of the computational system if every species and reaction step is included in the simulation. In particular
for higher hydrocarbons since the number of species and reactions increases exponentially
with the molecule size, as illustrated in Fig. 1.2. The associated computational effort is so
huge that it restricts their application to academic problems to study fundamental processes.

World energy consump!on
2008 (293 GJ)

2035 (400 GJ)

19%

25%
22%

59%

20%
55%

Energy from combuson
used for transportaon
Energy from combuson
used for other purposes
Energy from other
processes than combuson

Figure 1.1: Role of combustion in the global energy supply, now and in the future [iea, 2010].
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I = 5K

Number of reactions, I

10 4

C16 (LLNL)
C12 (LLNL)
C10 (LLNL)
iso-octane (LLNL)
iso-octane (ENSIC-CNRS)
CH4 (Konnov)

10 3

USC C1-C4
USC C2H4
C1-C3 (Qin et al)
GRI3.0
GRI1.2

PRF
n-heptane (LLNL)

skeletal iso-octane (Lu & Law)
skeletal n-heptane (Lu & Law)
n-butane (LLNL)
1,3-Butadiene
DME (Curran)

neo-pentane (LLNL)

before 2000
2000 to 2005
after 2005

C2H4 (San Diego)
CH4 (Leeds)

10 2
10 1

Methyl
Decanoate
(LLNL)
C14 (LLNL)

10 2

10 3

10 4

Number of species, K
Figure 1.2: Size of selected detailed and skeletal mechanisms for hydrocarbon fuels, together with
the approximate years when the mechanisms were compiled. Taken from [Lu and Law, 2009].

Still, these details are also relevant for the prediction of for instance ignition and pollutant
formation in engines.
For that reason, chemistry reduction methods have been introduced to reduce computational costs while preserving the essentials of chemical kinetics. Two classes of reduction
methods can be distinguished. One considers a time scale analysis to find the relevant part
of composition space. The other explicitly exploits the fact that the reaction zone is thin.
One of the interesting developments in this field are tabulation methods that can be viewed
as combining the ideas behind the previously mentioned two methods. The Flamelet Generated Manifold (FGM) technique developed at Eindhoven University of Technology is such
a tabulation approach which has been applied for the simulation of different laminar and
statistically-steady turbulent flames before. FGM is especially appealing for the simulation
of combustion devices such as diesel engines because it is known for lowering computational costs tremendously and in the same time giving an accurate description of chemistry.
In this thesis, the FGM method is raised to a level at which it can be applied to simulate
the complex processes in diesel engines. The novel extensions are developed and validated
systematically in conjunction with a variety of CFD approaches. With the first use of FGM
in LES of igniting sprays, the potential of the developed approach to become a powerful
tool in engine simulations is demonstrated.

4

Heavy-duty diesel engine
p
Single
diesel
spray

fuel
Reaction
zone
oxidizer
In-cylinder
bottomview

Figure 1.3: Staged zoom into the combustion process in a conventional diesel engine.

1.2

Phenomenology of diesel engine combustion

A clear understanding of the diesel combustion process is helpful to make correct choices
and assumptions for model development. Internal combustion engines serve plenty of purposes ranging from electricity generation to propulsion of vehicles. Therefore, many different engine types can be found, varying in for example size, fuel or working principle. In this
study, the focus is on combustion in reciprocating diesel engines. In diesel engines, liquid
fuel is injected into an environment at high pressure and temperature that causes the turbulent fuel spray to evaporate, to mix with air and to ignite. The local combustion process is
put into perspective in Fig. 1.3. This figure shows a conventional heavy-duty diesel engine
with an eight-hole injector producing eight individual sprays as indicated in the in-cylinder
bottomview. Because these fuel sprays can be regarded as statistically identical, often a single spray is considered in fundamental studies. Also in this study, the scope is restricted to
a single spray and the processes within that spray, as schematically highlighted in Fig. 1.3.
The working principles of these engines are explained in many textbooks such as [Heywood, 1988, Pulkrabek, 2004]. Reviews on advanced compression ignition engines are
given in [Dec, 2009, Yao et al., 2009]. In this section, the fundamentals of in-cylinder mixture formation (1.2.1) and combustion (1.2.2) are briefly introduced. To gain conceptual
understanding, models based on experimental research for two types of diesel combustion
are presented.

1.2.1

Mixture formation

Modern diesel engine technology unequivocally applies liquid fuel injection at high pressure, which forms a non-homogeneous mixture of droplets and fuel vapor. The concept of
injecting liquid through a small hole may seem a trivial process, but the physics of spray formation proves to be extremely complex. Although the analysis of liquid spray formation is a
science discipline on its own, understanding some of its physical aspects is already valuable
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for numerical modeling. Introductory textbooks on this topic are for instance [Baumgarten,
2006, Stiesch, 2003].
Advanced injectors for diesel engines have nozzle diameters of 200 µm or less, and
the length of the nozzle hole is approximately 1 mm. Injection pressures up to 200 MPa are
used, leading to a turbulent jet with velocity values of 500 m/s and higher. These conditions
lead to breakup of the liquid core immediately after leaving the orifice. The droplets become smaller in the second stage of breakup. The secondary breakup mechanism concerns
the breakup of droplets due to aerodynamic forces that are induced by the relative velocity
between the droplets and the surrounding gas. A conical spray develops due to air entrainment and in the mean time the droplets are heated and evaporated by the high temperature
entrained gas. At the so-called liquid length position, just enough hot air is entrained into the
spray to evaporate all the liquid fuel. From that point on, the fuel penetrates the surrounding
gas as a vapor.

1.2.2

Combustion

Several decades of experimental research has resulted in the sound understanding of the
phenomenology of diesel engine combustion. The main contribution comes from Sandia
National Laboratories. Measured data of the liquid and vapor fuel penetrations, species distributions from laser sheet-imaging etc. have been compiled to conceptual models. Roughly,
two combustion concepts can be distinguished, namely mixing limited and chemistry limited. The models that have been proposed for both of them are valuable and are often
referred to in both experimental and numerical diesel combustion studies, as is the case in
the following.
Mixing limited combustion
Mixing limited combustion, also referred as conventional or high temperature combustion,
can be characterized as mainly non-premixed combustion. The combustion is mixing limited because the existence of combustion relies on the rate of mixture formation (liquid
injection, breakup into droplets, evaporation, mixing). Injection starts close to top dead
center, where the ambient pressure and temperature are high. As explained before, liquid
and vapor fuel penetrate into this environment and mix with the air. At some point in time,
first stage ignition occurs at the head part of the spray and soon thereafter, in the second
stage, a fuel-rich mixture ignites. Then, a diffusion flame enclosing the largest part of the
spray volume develops. In the meanwhile, injection continues and the spray develops further
downstream. However, the position of the ignition region and the structure of the diffusion
flame remain unchanged. A graphical representation of this conceptual model, which has
been proposed by Dec [Dec, 1997], is shown in Fig. 1.4 in a temporal sequence.
This conventional combustion mode suffers from a relatively low efficiency and high
levels of pollutant emissions. Due to the mixing limited character, on one hand, the fuel
is still badly mixed at the moment of ignition, leading to high soot concentrations. On
the other hand, thermal NOx is produced in the high temperature diffusion flame. Various
combustion concepts, commonly classified under the name Low Temperature Combustion
(LTC), have been developed to circumvent these drawbacks.

6

Figure 1.4: Temporal sequence (in ASI (After Start of Injection)) of schematics showing how diesel
combustion evolves in mixing limited (left) and chemistry limited (LTC, right) mode. Adapted from
[Musculus, 2012].

Chemistry limited combustion
Chemistry limited combustion, also referred as Low Temperature Combustion (LTC), can
be characterized as (partially-)premixed combustion. In contrary to mixing limited combustion, ignition occurs after the end of injection. The spray formation and the combustion
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events are therefore separated. Strategies to achieve such a late ignition are amongst others,
early injection, high amounts of Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) and low fuel reactivity.
Numerous variations and combinations have been reported bearing names such as Premixed
Charge Compression Ignition (PCCI), Reactivity Controlled Compression Ignition (RCCI)
or Partially Premixed Combustion (PPC). However, they all share the property of a decoupling between injection and combustion. Therefore, reactions are spread out over a larger
domain in the cylinder (more homogeneous). A graphical representation of this conceptual model, which has been proposed by Musculus [Musculus, 2006, Musculus, 2012], is
shown in Fig. 1.4 together with the mixing limited model, emphasizing the fundamental
differences.
The implementation of chemistry limited combustion strategies in compression ignition engines faces a number of challenges. Injection and ignition are not as tightly coupled
anymore. Mixing still proceeds after the injection has stopped and at some moment the
mixture ignites at multiple locations simultaneously. This means that combustion phasing
is difficult to control. Although on a single cylinder engine the concept has been proven up
to full load [Manente et al., 2010], the load range on practical multi-cylinder engines is still
limited. Furthermore, HC and CO emissions are increased while soot and NOx are low due
to better mixing. These and other issues are still topics of today’s research.

1.2.3

Considerations for combustion modeling

The phenomenological descriptions are useful to simplify the approaches in simulating these
types of combustion regimes. This is necessary since, as explained, the considered application contains simultaneous processes such as droplet evaporation, turbulent mixing and
combustion that may interact.
The conceptual models indicate that a diffusion type flame and a premixed type ignition
are dominant in mixing and chemistry limited combustion, respectively. In this study, the
focus is on modeling diesel sprays of the mixing limited type (conventional) because an
extensive collection of well-documented diesel spray measurements are available. Liquid
evaporation in these sprays is mainly due to hot air entrainment [Siebers, 1999]. The liquid
region is densely packed with droplets and a large vapor cloud around it. Mixing of the
vapor cloud with the ambient air takes place further downstream of the droplets. In the
studied cases, the liquid length is shorter than the flame lift-off length, so the droplets are
physically separated from the reaction zone. Even if the liquid length is long enough to
reach the reaction zone, which may well happen at certain conditions, the interaction with
the flame will be limited to the flame stabilization point. In the case of chemistry limited
combustion, the fuel already has (fully) evaporated and formed a mixture with air prior
to ignition. In both cases, it is safe to disregard the presence of droplets in combustion
modeling.

1.3

Modeling flow and chemistry of diesel engine combustion

In-cylinder processes in engines can be modeled on different complexity levels. These models range from a zero-dimensional thermodynamic description to full reciprocating engine
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simulations in three dimensions. Diesel engine combustion simulations have to address
the modeling of chemistry in the presence of a turbulent multiphase flow. In this thesis,
a chemistry reduction technique is extended to deal with ignition, targeted for diesel engines. The developed approach has been implemented and tested in various flow modeling
methods. Therefore, important differences between different state-of-the-art approaches
are discussed to understand the applicability and shortcomings for modeling diesel spray
combustion. Methods to model the liquid phase and to account for turbulence-chemistry
interactions are not discussed in this chapter.

1.3.1

Flow modeling

Using CFD, one can solve reacting flow problems with a desired accuracy of approximating reality. A common classification of approaches is Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS),
Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) and Reynold Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS), which are in
descending order of resolved detail level. In DNS everything down to the smallest structures
and time scales is resolved. Therefore, models are not needed. Chemistry is typically a limiting factor since the time scales associated with fast reactions are much smaller than flow
time scales and the processes are localized in a small region, meaning that accurate (highorder) discretization schemes in conjunction with fine meshes and small time-advancement
steps are required. These put prohibitive computational demands and therefore limits the
applicability to academic problems. A less expensive approach is LES. In this approach,
spatially filtered (spatially averaged) quantities are computed. LES solves only the flow
scales that are larger than the filter size, whereas all other (smaller) scales have to be modeled. The main idea behind LES is that the large scales are primarily dependent on the case
configuration and contain most of the turbulent kinetic energy, whereas the small scales are
more universal and carry a small residual amount of the energy. Computational expenses
are smaller than for DNS since the mesh can be coarser and less accurate discretizations
may suffice. Another simplification is reached by solving time-averaged quantities, which
is done in a RANS approach. This is the least expensive way to model turbulent flows,
often applied using a coarse mesh and very dissipative discretization schemes. However, all
turbulent fluctuations in time are averaged out, so have to be modeled, limiting its value for
problems that are highly characterized by their unsteady behavior. Although an unsteady
formulation exists, so-called U-RANS, it can only capture low frequency motions.
The three approaches are compared conceptually in Fig. 1.5 for a diesel spray case.
Suppose that the quantity ϕ represents the fuel mass fraction at the location in the spray
indicated with point p in Fig. 1.3. When the time-evolution of ϕ at that location is plotted
against time, the solutions with DNS, LES and RANS would qualitatively look as shown
in Fig. 1.5. Before the start of injection, there is no fuel at point p. In time, after the
start of injection, the fuel concentration increases towards a statistically steady values as
long as the injection continues. The DNS solution is highly fluctuating because of all the
turbulent structures in the flow. The LES solution follows the large scale motions only,
so the fluctuations with the highest frequencies are not captured. The RANS solution is a
smooth curve in time that has no notice of any turbulent structure.
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Figure 1.5: Time evolutions of a quantity at point p in Fig. 1.3 computed with DNS, LES, and RANS.

1.3.2

Chemistry modeling

Chemistry of large hydrocarbons, which are ingredients of automotive fuels, is governed
by elementary reactions between many species. Typical reaction mechanisms that describe
the oxidation of each component in such fuels consist of hundreds to thousands of elementary reactions among tens to hundreds of species. In simulations this implies that for each
species a conservation equation has to be solved, and consequently the computationally expensive evaluation of reaction sources has to be performed. Furthermore, the wide range of
chemical time scales for different species makes it a stiff system. Numerically, this leads to
the necessity to apply dedicated, so-called implicit, algorithms that put a high demand on
memory or explicit methods that involve extremely small time steps. These disadvantages
of resolving chemistry entirely for practical systems have led to various reduction methods,
which is the topic of this section. Details about combustion chemistry computations and
reaction mechanisms are presented in Section 2.2.
A method to lower the computational cost of combustion simulations is to simplify the
reaction mechanism by making steady state assumptions. Removing species and reactions
related to fast processes from the mechanism also reduces the stiffness of the system, hence
increases the computational efficiency. For a practical system, this method may not be
sufficient, because the validity range is limited to conditions for which the mechanism has
been fitted for.
More advanced reduction methods have been developed which make use of the fact
that many chemical processes have a much smaller time scale than the flow time scales.
These fast chemical processes follow the rate limiting slow processes. In an Ns -dimensional
space, with Ns the number of species denoting the dimension of the composition space, the
rate limiting processes move along a lower dimensional subspace, a so-called manifold.
Because all fast processes relax fast and are attracted to this low-dimensional manifold,
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the full system can be described by the reduced number of manifold variables. A successful method based on this observation is the Intrinsic Low-Dimensional Manifold (ILDM)
method developed by Maas and Pope [Maas and Pope, 1992]. It is a local chemistry time
scale analysis, neglecting convection and diffusion. The performance of such a manifold
approach is poor when chemical time scales become comparable to transport time scales,
which may hold in low temperature regions and cases with ignition and extinction.
Another group of well known reduction methods is based on the assumption that a multidimensional flame consists of locally one-dimensional flame structures, flamelets. This is
valid for thin flames, meaning that the local gradients of thermochemical variables, which
drive molecular transport, are orders of magnitude higher in one direction than in the perpendicular directions. It also holds for turbulent flames as long as the turbulent structures do
not intrude and destroy the thin reaction layer, i.e. turbulence scales are not smaller than the
reaction layer thickness. This so-called flamelet concept has been introduced by Peters [Peters, 1984]. Under certain assumptions it allows the decoupling of flow computations from
the computation of the internal flame structure, thereby increasing the computational efficiency.
One of these flamelet based methods is the Flamelet Generated Manifold (FGM) method
[van Oijen and de Goey, 2000], which is basically the same as the flame prolongation of
ILDM (FPI) method [Gicquel et al., 2000] developed at the same time. Both of them make
use of flamelets to identify a low-dimensional manifold. Therefore, they can be considered as combining the advantages of the flamelet concept and ILDM. In the FGM method
the effects of convection and diffusion are included in contrary to ILDM, which makes
FGM more accurate in a wider range of applications. FGM is often applied as a tabulation
method. Flamelet structures that are expected in the reacting flow under consideration are
pre-tabulated as a function of a reduced set of parameters that define the low-dimensional
manifold. This FGM table is used as a chemistry database in multidimensional simulations
where only the FGM parameters, next to the usual fluid dynamics conservation equations,
have to be solved. The reduction of computational costs, while retaining the details from
chemical kinetics is a great advantage of this method.

1.4

Towards predictive simulations

In the past, the ignition and combustion processes in internal combustion engines have been
modeled in various ways. Simplified one or two step combustion models, like the Eddy
Dissipation Model [Magnussen and Hjertager, 1977] and variants thereof, have been used in
conjunction with ignition models. In these methods, an ignition model acts as a switch that
triggers the combustion model at some point in time. This could be a single equation model
that originates from Livengood-Wu integrals [Livengood and Wu, 1955] or an eight equation
model of Halstead et al. [Halstead et al., 1977] (also known as the ”Shell” ignition model)
that pursues to take more specific ignition chemistry into account. Without exception, these
models contain tunable parameters that need to be adapted to the fuel and situation at hand.
To model all the intricate details as a function of fuel properties, however, such as twostage ignition, detailed reaction mechanisms should be used. Since the chemistry of real
diesel fuels is hardly known, so-called reference fuels (PRF) [Andrae et al., 2008, Curran
et al., 1998] and surrogate fuels [Mati et al., 2007] are often introduced to model ignition in
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detail. Still, the well-known mechanisms for surrogate fuels are too large to apply directly
in simulations (see Fig. 1.2). Therefore, a method is needed that reduces the computational
effort to solve the chemistry, while preserving the details of the chemical kinetics to predict
transient behavior and pollutant formation. Additionally, preferable properties may include
a generic approach without model fitting parameters and a straightforward implementation.
More advanced methods which to some extent meet the above mentioned demands
have been reported in the literature, such as the representative interactive flamelet (RIF)
[Pitsch et al., 1996, Gopalakrishnan and Abraham, 2003], transported PDF [Kung and Haworth, 2008], extended coherent flame [Colin and Benkenida, 2004], and conditional moment closure (CMC) [Wright et al., 2009] models. Besides, an increasing number of studies
have adopted chemistry tabulation techniques for engine combustion simulations [Wenzel
et al., 2007, Lehtiniemi et al., 2006, da Cruz, 2004]. The performance of engine simulations
is typically assessed by comparing pressure traces and engine-out emissions with measurements. However, based on such studies, no detailed understanding is gained and the applicability to a wide range of conditions, which is important for engine design, remains
questionable.
Taking one step back, the combustion process can be studied in much more detail for a
single diesel spray, experimentally and numerically. This development has been accelerated
by the recently established Engine Combustion Network (ECN) to create synergy between
groups worldwide who perform (fundamental) engine research [ECN, 2012]. Within ECN,
a comprehensive set of spray measurements have been defined to serve as a benchmark
for model validation. The available amounts of data on detailed aspects in such cases exceeds the typical engine study data like pressure traces and engine-out emissions. The
well-documented constant volume, high pressure cell experiments with n-heptane from the
public database of Sandia National Laboratories have been chosen as a reference for the
simulations, and is often denoted by the name ‘spray H’. Good modeling results have been
reported in the literature. However, most of these studies make use of RANS based k-ε
models, and are often based on simplified two-dimensional axi-symmetric meshes [Novella
et al., 2011, Azimov et al., 2010, Lucchini et al., 2009, Karrholm et al., 2008, Venugopal
and Abraham, 2007]. The use of coarse meshes, implicit solvers and simplified combustion
models make this approach robust and cheap compared to DNS and LES. RANS simulations of engines are useful, especially for trend studies, however, solving time-averaged
quantities for an inherently timedependent process gives limited insight in the processes
and prevents the approach from being predictive. The spatial and temporal fluctuations are
principally important because of the highly non-linear nature of reaction kinetics.
Engine combustion simulations with DNS are not viable because of the prohibitive
computational expenses, but LES of diesel engines is an attractive alternative for RANS
simulations. With an LES approach, the deficiencies of using RANS can be fixed because
LES is meant to give more spatial detail and resolves the instantaneous quantities themselves instead of their time-average. However, this is not straightforward for a complex
problem like diesel sprays, having turbulent multiphase flow. LES becomes increasingly
feasible thanks to recent developments of multiphase models in parallel codes and using
efficient combustion modeling techniques. A state-of-the-art parallel computational code
is required to do the job. The LES code AVBP has been chosen in this study. AVBP is
a fully compressible solver co-developed by IFP Energies Nouvelles and CERFACS for
structured and unstructured meshes [Moureau et al., 2005]. It parallelizes efficiently, linear
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up to several thousand CPU’s [Gourdain et al., 2009]. The successful application to flow
and premixed type combustion in multi-cycle engine simulations have been demonstrated
before [Vermorel et al., 2009]. Recently, a tailor made Eulerian spray model has been implemented for liquid fuel injection as encountered in diesel engines [Martinez, 2009]. Here,
this solid basis has been employed to implement a tabulated chemistry approach.
The FGM reduction method is a suitable candidate for this task. In recent years, the
FGM approach is successfully applied to systems varying from premixed [van Oijen and
de Goey, 2002], partially premixed [van Oijen and de Goey, 2004, Bongers, 2005] to nonpremixed [Vreman et al., 2008] combustion. Also extensions to incorporate unsteady effects [Delhaye et al., 2009] and Lewis number effects [Vreman et al., 2009] are proven to
be effective. In all these cases, chemistry parametrization is tuned to the intended application. Pressure variations and auto-ignition have not yet been taken into account since earlier
applications were restricted to (statistically) stationary flames at constant pressure. With
this study, the first steps in extending the field of application to diesel engine combustion is
made where ignition and flame development play a crucial role.

1.5

Purpose of this study

The objective of this study is to develop a tool for the simulation of diesel engine combustion with reduced computational costs while the details of chemical kinetics are retained.
The application of a tabulated chemistry method to LES of igniting diesel sprays is new.
The FGM approach has been selected, which has already proven its value in many types of
laboratory scale flame simulations. Here, the intended application differs from the earlier
studies on the deployed fuel and the presence of ignition, flame development, and pressure variations. So, the main question is how to include these phenomena in the method in a
generic way to make it a useful tool for complex combustion systems such as diesel engines.
It is expected that the use of igniting flamelets to build an FGM table and the proper
conditioning thereof will capture the transient chemical process in diesel sprays. This expectation is fueled by experimental observations. Two canonical configurations to generate
the manifold and a specific parametrization for the tabulation are suggested. Diesel fuel is
simplified by taking a surrogate fuel that is also widely used in experiments of sprays. The
performance of different reaction mechanisms for the same fuel are compared.
In a tabulation method, a canonical combustion configuration that best represents the
local chemical process in a multidimensional system is chosen. Each canonical configuration assumes a typical mixing condition which may be different from the mixing in the
multidimensional case. Since only chemistry information is stored in the table, the assumed
mixing in the canonical configuration may introduce errors. Therefore, the validity of the
FGM method for ignition tabulation at mixing conditions that are relevant for engines is
investigated with DNS of 0D, 1D and 2D igniting systems.
In the next step, the method is applied to LES of a diesel spray in a constant volume.
This three-dimensional turbulent simulation setup is the typical target application. One of
the main expected advantages of using tabulated chemical kinetics lies in the possibility of
studying effects induced by intermediate species. However, currently this is limited due
to the lack of experimental data of these species in studies on engine(-like) combustion.
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Therefore, the question is whether the developed approach is able to predict macroscopic
characteristics that are affected by chemistry. The focus is set on the ignition delay and the
quasi-steady lift-off distance of the flame since these are well-documented measured quantities. Furthermore, the effects of models for turbulence-chemistry interaction are discussed.
The final intended application is the simulation of a full engine with moving pistons.
The most important step to reach that goal is to include pressure effects in the FGM table.
This is achieved by adding pressure as an FGM dimension, and subsequently examining the
sensitivity to the discretization of this parameter.

1.6

Outline

In the foregoing sections, the fundamentals of mixture formation and combustion in diesel
engines have been introduced in a heuristic way. State-of-the-art modeling approaches have
been presented briefly to understand the applicability and shortcomings for modeling diesel
spray combustion. In the rest of this thesis, the FGM method is extended and applied to
simplified igniting systems and multidimensional diesel combustion.
In Chapter 2, first the single phase conservation equations for reacting flows are summarized. Subsequently, the computation of chemical source terms from reaction mechanisms is shown, and the flamelet concept is introduced briefly. Then, the FGM method is
presented with the specific definitions and implementation as adopted and/or developed in
this study.
In Chapter 3, the predictive quality of the tabulated chemistry method is assessed for
0D, 1D and 2D laminar systems where ignition and mixing coexist. FGM generation based
on homogeneous reactors and counterflow diffusion flames is presented. These tables are
applied in the simulation of test cases relevant for situations occurring during the ignition
in an engine. Counterflow flame based FGM’s are also used to simulate an igniting mixing layer undergoing a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in 2D, which is closer to the eventual
application of tabulation methods in multidimensional simulations.
In Chapter 4, the performance of LES including tabulated chemical kinetics to predict
spray flame characteristics are presented. Subsequently, the results for two different reaction
mechanisms are discussed by quantitatively comparing fuel penetration, ignition delay and
flame lift-off with measured values. Then, model sensitivities are examined and directions
for improvement are formulated.
In Chapter 5, the application of the FGM approach to diesel engine simulations is
presented. Within this context, pressure dependent FGM’s constructed with igniting laminar
diffusion flames are studied. The results are discussed by studying the effect of pressure
dependent FGM’s in terms of auto-ignition delays and pressure rise rates.
Finally, summarizing remarks and recommendations for future research are given in
Chapter 6.
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Chapter

Theoretical background
and chemistry tabulation
method

2

Advances in numerical sciences and the availability of fast computing facilities provide an
increased possibility to simulate reacting flows by solving fluid dynamics relations. Fluid
dynamics is described by relations that are mainly developed in the 18th and 19th century,
starting with Newton’s laws to the partial differential equations developed by Navier and
Stokes. Since then, countless scientists worldwide worked on the validation and application
of these relations to academic and practical problems, first analytically, and later with the
introduction of computers also numerically. However, the complexity of this set of nonlinear equations makes it hard to solve, even today. Therefore, either simplifying modeling
assumptions are introduced and/or supercomputer technology is employed to approximate
the solution.
Combustion chemistry poses additional difficulties since every species (reactants, intermediates and reaction products) is governed by a conservation equation containing a
chemical source term. For instance, the oxidation of n-heptane is described with typically tens to hundreds of species, requiring the same amount of transport equations to be
solved. Generally, the chemical timescales associated with these species span a wide range
(∼ 10−3 − 10−9 s), which makes this large system of coupled equations very stiff. Reduction methods, such as tabulation techniques, have been proposed to tackle this issue. It is a
method out of this class that is studied here: the FGM method.
In this chapter, first the single phase conservation equations for reacting flows are summarized. Subsequently, the computation of chemical source terms from reaction mechanisms is shown, and the flamelet concept is introduced briefly. Derivations and discussions
on this topic can be found in excellent textbooks such as [Poinsot and Veynante, 2012, Peters, 2000, Warnatz et al., 1996, Libby and Williams, 1994]. Finally, the FGM method is
presented with the specific definitions and implementation as adopted and/or developed in
this study.
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2.1

Conservation equations for reacting flows

In this section a brief overview is given of the transport and state equations that describe
the conservation of mass, momentum, enthalpy and species for reacting gas mixtures. Additional equations and models to describe multiphase flow and turbulence are introduced
in the chapters where they are used. Throughout the thesis, vector (~a = ai ) and tensor
(ā = aij ) notation is preferred where possible.
The continuity equation describes the conservation of mass and is written as follows:
∂ρ ~
+ ∇ · (ρ~u) = 0,
∂t

(2.1)

where ρ is the bulk density, t is the time and ~u is the velocity vector.
The conservation of momentum is defined as follows:
∂
~ · (ρ~u~u) = −∇p
~ +∇
~ · τ̄ + ρ~g .
(ρ~u) + ∇
∂t

(2.2)

Here, p is the static pressure, τ̄ is the stress tensor and ~g is the gravitational acceleration.
Since we are interested in flow problems with heat transfer, an energy equation needs
to be solved together with the mass and momentum equations. Energy conservation can be
described in various ways because it is a relative quantity. A comprehensive overview of
possibilities is supplied in [Poinsot and Veynante, 2012]. Here we present energy conservation in terms of total enthalpy, yielding the following expression:
∂
~ · (ρ~uh) = ∂p + ~u · ∇p
~ + τ̄ : (∇~
~ u) − ∇
~ · ~q,
(ρh) + ∇
∂t
∂t

(2.3)

with h the total enthalpy and ~q the heat flux vector.
Reactive flows are characterized by the interaction between many species. Consequently, for each species a conservation equation holds. Though not strictly necessary, these
equations are generally cast into a form using a so-called diffusion velocity. By introducing
~ i = ~ui − ~u the transport equation for the ith species reads as follows:
the diffusion velocity U
∂
~ · (ρ~uYi ) + ∇
~ · (ρU
~ i Yi ) = ω̇i ,
(ρYi ) + ∇
∂t

i ∈ [1, Ns ].

(2.4)

Yi is the mass fraction of species i defined as Yi = ρρi . ω̇i represents the chemical source
term. It is common to solve Ns − 1 transport equations for Ns species because the sum of
Ns
P
the fractions must be equal to one:
Yi = 1.
i=1

The enthalpy in Eq. (2.3) is defined by the caloric equation of state with the assumption
that the specific heat cp is only a function of the temperature T :
h=

Ns
X
i=1

Yi hi =

Ns
X
i=1



Yi href
+
i

ZT

T ref



cpi (T 0 ) dT 0  .

href is the formation enthalpy at the reference temperature T ref .

(2.5)
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The relation between thermodynamic quantities is given by the thermal equation of
state, here approximated with the ideal gas law:
!−1
Ns
X
Yi
Ru
p=ρ
T, with M =
.
(2.6)
M
Mi
i=1
Ru is the universal gas constant, M is the average molar mass which is computed from the
individual species molar masses Mi . Earlier studies ( [Evlampiev et al., 2007]) have shown
that the ideal gas assumption is sufficiently accurate to describe high-pressure combustion
phenomena for the complete range of p, ρ, T -conditions that occur in modern diesel engines.
However, more recent work ( [Oefelein et al., 2012]) has indicated that liquid evaporation
and mixing at supercritical conditions shows non-ideal gas behavior.
To conclude, Ns + 5 conservation equations and 2 state equations are formulated to
solve for Ns + 7 unknown variables: ρ, ~u, p, h, Ns species mass fraction Yi and T . To solve
~ i and ω̇i are required. The choice for these models
the system of equations, models for τ̄ , ~q, U
depends on the assumptions that can be made about the problem in question. In subsequent
chapters, the applied models and/or the full set of equations are summarized each time
before the results are presented. Since this thesis deals with combustion modeling, in the
remaining part of this chapter the focus is on the meaning and application of the chemical
source term ω̇i in simulations.

2.2
2.2.1

Combustion chemistry
Chemical source terms

In all fluid dynamics equations described in the previous section, the chemical source ω̇i
in Eq. (2.4) is the only term explicitly related to combustion. This term represents the rate
of mass conversion of a species due to chemical reactions. A coupled set of elementary
reactions is written in the following general form:
Ns
X
i=1

0
νij
Mi 

Ns
X
i=1

00
νij
Mi ,

j ∈ [1, Nr ],

(2.7)

0
00
with νij
and νij
the stoichiometric coefficients indicating the number of molecules of the
species Mi involved in reaction j.
The reaction rate for an individual elementary reaction is determined by the reactants
concentrations:
ν 0
ν 00
Ns 
Ns 
Y
Y
ρYi ij
ρYi ij
− krj
, j ∈ [1, Nr ],
(2.8)
rj = kf j
Mi
Mi
i=1
i=1

with kj the reaction rate coefficient and where subscripts f and r denote the forward and
reverse reaction, respectively.
Usually, the reaction rate coefficient is defined with the Arrhenius expression:


−Eaj
kj = αj T βj exp
, j ∈ [1, Nr ],
(2.9)
Ru T
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with αj and βj reaction constants and Eaj the activation energy.
Altogether, the species chemical source becomes:
ω̇i = Mi

Nr
X
j=1

00
0
(νij
− νij
)rj ,

i ∈ [1, Ns ].

(2.10)

A collection of the constants αj , βj and Eaj for elementary reactions sum up to a so
called reaction mechanism. Every reaction mechanism typically contains these constants for
elementary reactions that describe the chemical path from a fuel to final reaction products.
In this thesis, mainly n-heptane-air combustion is studied to mimic diesel combustion as
explained in Section 2.2.2. Reaction mechanisms that describe the oxidation of n-heptane
consist of hundreds to thousands of elementary reactions among tens to hundreds of species.
In simulations this implies that for each species the transport equation of the form Eq. (2.4)
has to be solved, and consequently the computationally expensive evaluation of ω̇i has to be
performed. Furthermore, the wide range of chemical time scales for different species makes
it a stiff system. For the numerical solution of the set of equations, this leads to the necessity
to apply dedicated algorithms that put a high demand on memory or become very inefficient
due to the extremely small time steps needed. For practical systems these disadvantages of
resolving chemistry entirely have led to various reduction methods, which is the topic of the
following sections.

2.2.2

Diesel surrogate and reaction mechanisms

Practical fuels are mixtures of many different hydrocarbons. Although the major classes
of hydrocarbons that constitute diesel fuel have been classified, the exact composition is
generally unknown. Furthermore, properties of fuels that originate from different oil wells
and are processed at different refineries are not the same. Well controlled and reproducible
scientific research, experimental and numerical, requires unambiguous fuel formulations.
Therefore, real fuels are often imitated by a mixture of one or more single-component fuels,
a so-called surrogate fuel. Recent progress in the development of diesel surrogate fuels has
been outlined in [Pitz and Mueller, 2011].
The flame simulations in this study are done with n-heptane as a surrogate for diesel.
Although the physical properties are not the same, n-heptane is a widely used model fuel
in experimental and numerical engine studies, because the auto-ignition behavior is close
to that of diesel. This choice suits the purpose of this study since the FGM description
for engine combustion does not comprise strong assumptions related to the fuel. Thus, the
application of the developed approach for other surrogate fuels is straightforward.
In subsequent chapters, depending on the specific objective, the Andrae and/or the
TRF reaction mechanism has been used. The Andrae mechanism [Andrae et al., 2008]
contains 633 reactions among 137 species. The TRF mechanism is based on the n-heptane
mechanism of Peters et al. [Peters et al., 2002] as implemented in the Andrae mechanism,
but its size is reduced even further by replacing the C1-C3 sub-mechanism by that of GRI3.0
[Smith et al., 2012] leading to a mechanism with 248 reactions among 48 species. The
performance of these mechanisms is assessed by comparing them to more detailed ones
of Seiser et al. [Seiser et al., 2000] (770 reactions among 159 species), a systematically
reduced n-heptane mechanism based on that of Curran et al. [Curran et al., 2002], and a large
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gasoline surrogate mechanism of Andrae [Andrae, 2008] primarily based on [Curran et al.,
2002] augmented with toluene, diisobutylene and ethanol chemistry (4961 reactions among
1121 species). Main characteristics and references to the literature for these mechanisms
are listed in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Summary of considered mechanisms.

name
TRF
Andrae

Seiser
LLNL

principal
fuel(s)
n-heptane

# species

# reactions

48

248

n-heptane
i-octane
toluene
n-heptane

137

633

159

770

n-heptane
toluene
i-octane

1121

4961

reference
[Peters et al., 2002]
[Smith et al., 2012]
[Andrae et al., 2008]

used in
this study
used in
this study

[Seiser et al., 2000]
[Curran et al., 2002]
[Andrae, 2008]
[Curran et al., 2002]

The prediction of the auto-ignition behavior of the TRF mechanism is compared to the
other mechanisms with homogeneous reactor calculations. Initial conditions vary in mixture
strength and temperature according to the frozen chemistry mixing limit for an oxidizer
temperature Tox = 800 K and fuel temperature Tf u = 373 K. Ignition delay, defined as
20% reaction progress (based on progress variable values), and burn duration, defined as
the time between 20% and 80% reaction progress, are depicted in Fig. 2.1. In general
the burn duration figures for all mechanisms are much smaller than the ignition delay. So,
when ignition starts, the mixture very rapidly reaches the burnt state. Especially the TRF
mechanism shows a significant decrease in burn duration compared to the most detailed
ones. From this observation we can expect that the use of the TRF mechanism will result in
high pressure and temperature gradients in time. But still, for practical reasons this compact
mechanism is also used in this study.

2.3

Flamelet concept

Generic conservation equations that govern any type of chemically reacting flow are presented in the previous sections. However, as mentioned before, the stiffness of these equations make them unappealing to solve for practical combustion systems. The so-called
flamelet theory was introduced by Peters [Peters, 1984] to supply an alternative, yet full,
description of the local flame structure. This approach decouples the chemical processes
(governing the ‘internal’ flame structure) from the flow field (mixing), which forms the
foundation for many chemistry modeling methods. One of these flamelet based methods is
the Flamelet Generated Manifold (FGM) technique, which is presented in the next section.
In the first step towards the characterization of the internal flame structure, a curvilinear
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Figure 2.1: Ignition delay (left) and burn duration (right) comparison between different reaction
mechanisms. Burn duration defined as τ80% − τ20% . Dashed line indicates the initial mixture temperature, which is the mixing line between Tf u = 373 K and Tox = 800 K.

s
ϕ(x,t) = ϕ1
ϕ(x,t) = ϕ2
ϕ(x,t) = ϕ3

Figure 2.2: Curvilinear coordinate s adapted to iso-surfaces of ϕ.

coordinate system with coordinate s perpendicular to the iso-surfaces of a scalar variable ϕ
~ 6= 0.
is introduced, as shown in Fig. 2.2. The scalar ϕ may be any scalar which satisfies ∇ϕ
In practice however, a variable is preferred that increases or decreases monotonically along
s from one side to the other side of the reaction layer. A flame surface is defined as an
iso-surface of ϕ, which moves according to the kinematic equation:

∂ϕ
Dϕ
~ = 0,
≡
+ ~uf · ∇ϕ
Dt
∂t

(2.11)

where ~uf is the flame surface velocity. A new set of conservation equations can be derived
from the general conservation equations (2.1), (2.3), (2.4) that describes the internal flame
structure in terms of the flame adapted coordinate system. Here, the derivation followed
by De Goey et al. [de Goey and ten Thije Boonkkamp, 1999] has been adopted including
the unsteady term. The following set of unsteady one-dimensional flamelet equations are
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obtained after the coordinate transformation:
∂σρ ∂σρus
+
∂τ
∂s

=

∂σρh ∂σρus h
+
∂τ
∂s

=

∂σρus Yi
∂σρYi
+
∂τ
∂s

=

−σρK,
"
#

Ns 
λ ∂h
1
∂
λ X
∂Yi
σ
+σ
hi
∂s
cp ∂s
cp i=1 Lei
∂s

−σρKh + Qh ,


∂
λ ∂Yi
σ
+ σ ω̇i
∂s
Lei cp ∂s
−σρKYi + Qi , i ∈ [1, Ns − 1],

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.14)

with the heat conductivity coefficient λ and species Lewis number Lei . σ is the curvature
field, which is a measure for the area on the flame surfaces through which transport takes
place. The terms Qh and Qi contain transport along the iso-surfaces. These equations
describe the internal flame structure in terms of the mass burning rate m(s, τ ) = ρus ,
enthalpy h(s, τ ) and species mass fractions Yi (s, τ ) for a given curvature field σ(s) and
stretch field K(s) defined as [De Goey and Ten Thije Boonkkamp, 1997]:
Z
1 dM
K=
, with M (t) =
ρdV,
(2.15)
M dt
V (t)

where M (t) is the mass contained in a flame volume V (t).
Hence, the flame structure described by the flamelet equations is independent from the
macroscopic flow field, it only depends on the local, curvilinear coordinate s. Coupling
with the flow field is governed by σ, K, Qh , and Qi , which are determined by the evolution
of the iso-surfaces of ϕ given by the kinematic equation (2.11). While the conservation
equations (2.1), (2.3), (2.4) have been recast into a flame specific formulation, the system
of flamelet equations still has the same size as the original set of conservation equations.
Generally, the flame is considered thin, implying that tangential transport along the
flame surface is negligible compared to transport in normal direction (Qh = 0, Qi = 0),
and the flame curvature radius is much larger than the flame thickness (σ = 1). Then, the
coupling of the local flame structure with the flow is only governed by K, i.e. a flamelet
is a one-dimensional flame structure which is disturbed by the ‘external’ flow field via K.
The flow and one-dimensional flamelet equations can be solved in a coupled way. However,
pre-tabulation of flamelets for expected values of K is an efficient alternative as explained
in the next section.

2.4

FGM generation and use

The purpose in the Flamelet Generated Manifold (FGM) approach is to describe the multidimensional microscopic flame structure by pre-tabulating one-dimensional flamelet data
using a reduced number of controlling variables. This is achieved by solving representative
flamelets with detailed chemical kinetics and subsequently mapping the full solutions on a
low-dimensional manifold in composition space (Section 2.4.2). The product, an FGM table
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containing flamelet data, can be used in multidimensional combustion simulations without
having to solve a transport equations for each species. The eventual numerical model can be
viewed as consisting of two separate parts. One being a chemistry pre-processing part and
the other an online calculation procedure where the pre-processed chemistry is used in the
form of a lookup table. This explicit separation of the chemistry computation from the 3D
flow field computation is the reason for the gain in computational efficiency. Both stages are
depicted schematically in Fig. 2.3. The interpretation of the pre-processing and the online
parts is presented in the remainder of this chapter.

pre-processing

online

FGM

CFD

Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of numerical model separated in a pre-processing and an online
calculation part.

2.4.1

Canonical combustion configurations

At the pre-processing stage, first a representative flamelet has to be selected. It is important to focus on canonical combustion configurations that represent the chemical processes
encountered in spray flames the closest. Approaches that do not require an a-priori choice
for a single flamelet configuration have been reported [Ramaekers, 2011]. This is especially
interesting for processes that are not easily classified as solely (non-)premixed. Therefore,
it could be a useful extension of the work which is presented here.
As has been discussed in Section 1.2, the main combustion mode in conventional diesel
combustion has a non-premixed nature, whereas the process in clean combustion concepts
(LTC) is better characterized by homogeneous ignition. Here, two well defined and established combustion configurations are chosen which comply with the flamelet equations
in Section 2.3. In contrary to most flamelet based models, both configurations are formulated in the unsteady form since spray ignition is essentially transient. Igniting counterflow
diffusion flames (CD-flames) and homogeneous reactors (HR) are briefly presented here.
Igniting counterflow diffusion flame (CD-flame)
The counterflow configuration consists of two opposed flows with a reaction zone in between, as depicted in Fig. 2.4a, and is defined in one spatial dimension. In this study, one
side contains pure fuel and the other side an oxidizer, which can be a mixture of air and
combustion products. Increasing the flow velocities and/or decreasing the distance between
the flows result in straining of the flame; the flame increasingly departs from chemical
equilibrium when strain rate is increased until it quenches at some point. The equations
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that describe a transient counterflow flame are derived from Eqs. (2.1-2.4), and are written
as [Stahl and Warnatz, 1991]:
∂ρ ∂ρu
+
∂t
∂x
∂ρh ∂ρuh
+
∂t
∂x
∂ρYi
∂ρuYi
+
∂t
∂x
∂K
∂K
+ ρu
ρ
∂t
∂x

=
=
=
=

−ρK,


∂
∂h
ρD
− ρKh,
∂x
∂x


∂
∂Yi
ρD
+ ω̇i − ρKYi ,
∂x
∂x


∂
∂K
µ
+ ρox a2 − ρK 2 .
∂x
∂x

(2.16)
(2.17)
i ∈ [1, Ns − 1],

(2.18)
(2.19)

Here, D is the diffusion coefficient satisfying D = ρcλp (Lei = 1 assumption), with λ the
heat conductivity. Such an approximation is in principle not correct because each species
has its own variable Lewis number causing local enthalpy and species mass fraction variations. The significant errors this may lead to, are known for certain cases such as hydrogen
combustion. However, in non-premixed cases the unity Lewis assumption is a widespread
assumption since it leads to great simplifications of the transport equations. The unity Lewis
assumption is not expected to have a leading order effect on the results in this study. Yet,
if preferential diffusion effects become important for other conditions, the implementation
within the FGM approach is possible [Vreman et al., 2009].
K is the strain rate or stretch field, which takes into account the y-component of the
flow (Fig. 2.4a). It is a function of the spatial coordinate x and time, and depends on the
applied strain rate a at the oxidizer boundary:
K(x, t) =

K(x → −∞) = a,

∂uy
,
∂y

(2.20)
s

K(x → ∞) = a

ρ(x → −∞)
.
ρ(x → ∞)

(2.21)

For steady counterflow flames, this K is equal to the definition in Eq. (2.15). It is important
to realize that the flamelet equations (2.12-2.14) are identical to the CD-flame equations for
the case that σ = 1 (no curvature) and Qh = Qi = 0 (all variables are a function of x only).
The coordinate x is analogous to the coordinate s because the CD-flame is flat.
One-dimensional laminar counterflow flames are solved in physical space and time
with the CHEM1D code developed at the Eindhoven University of Technology [Somers,
1994, CHEM1D, 2012]. An example of the temperature evolution as a function of x and t
is shown in Fig. 2.4b for realistic engine-like conditions: Tf u = 373 K, Tox = 1000 K,
p = 42.1 MPa (case 8 from Table 4.1). Fuel (n-heptane) enters from the right, and oxidizer
from the left with a = 500 s−1 . The figure shows only the flame region and the stagnation
plane at 0 mm, the computational domain extends from -10 to +10 mm. The ignition process
starting from the initial mixing line is indicated with the arrow. Eventually, for t → ∞, the
flame reaches the steady solution indicated with the red symbols.
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Figure 2.4: Left: Schematic of a counterflow diffusion flame. Right: Example of temperature evolution T (x, t) obtained for Tf u = 373 K, Tox = 1000 K, p = 42.1 MPa, a = 500 s−1 with n-heptane
(case 8 from Table 4.1, and Andrae mechanism from Table 2.1).

Homogeneous reactor (HR)
A homogeneous reactor is an idealized configuration which treats a volume of combustible
mixture as being stagnant and perfectly mixed. Overall, there is no convection and diffusion,
∂
greatly reducing the governing equations. All variables are a function of time only ( ∂s
= 0).
The conservation equations for an HR are based on the basic conservation laws of total
dp
internal enthalpy for closed adiabatic ( dQ
dt = 0) and isobaric ( dt = 0) systems:
dρh
= 0,
dt

(2.22)

and the conservation of mass:
dρYi
= ω̇i ,
dt

i ∈ [1, Ns − 1].

(2.23)

These equations for enthalpy and mass conservation are simplified forms of Eqs. (2.3) and
(2.4), but also comply with the flamelet equations (2.12-2.14) keeping in mind that ∂τ = ∂t.
Because there is no flow field (no straining), thermodynamic equilibrium is reached for
t → ∞. This means that the flamelet structure at the equilibrium limit depends on the
initial mixture composition only. Homogeneous reactor simulations are performed with an
in-house developed solver using the DASSL code [Petzold, 1983, Petzold, 1982].

2.4.2

FGM parametrization

Up to this point, the basic conservation equations and the reformulated versions (flamelet
equations and canonical configurations) have been written as a function of spatial and time
coordinates. Although the problem size has not been reduced by introducing the flamelet
concept, it opened the way to decouple the solving procedure of the internal flame structure
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from the flow field computation. Now, by making educated choices, the flamelet solutions
(Ns -dimensional solutions) can be parameterized with a small set of controlling variables.
Any number and combination of controlling variables can be used as long as they give a
unique description of the full mixture composition which constitutes an Ns -dimensional
space. More controlling variables will increase the prediction accuracy, up to the point that
Ns controlling variables are defined in which case the full composition space is recovered.
In this thesis, mainly ignition in a non-premixed system is studied. In such systems,
the reaction progress and mixing are the major processes showing significant variations in
space and time. The dependence on these two processes should therefore be appropriately
reflected in the FGM parametrization. So, at least two controlling variables should be defined.
Mixing is often described by introducing a mixture fraction Z which is a definition for
the local mixture composition. The mixture fraction definition from [Bilger et al., 1990] is
adopted:
Z −Z
Z −Z
Z −Z
2 CMCC,2 + 12 HMHH,2 − OMOO,2
,
(2.24)
Z = ZC,1 −Z
Z
−Z
Z
−Z
2 MC C,2 + 12 H,1MH H,2 − O,1MO O,2
where Zi is the element mass fraction and Mi is the molar mass of the elements carbon (C),
hydrogen (H) and oxygen (O). The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the constant mass fraction
in the defined fuel and oxidizer stream, respectively. Z is a conserved scalar (conservation
of elements) that varies in space and time only due to mixing. It is defined such that Z =
0 at the oxidizer stream and Z = 1 at the fuel stream, and monotonically increases in
between. These properties make Z a suitable variable to parameterize the mixing process
in combustion. As an example, for the CD-flame simulation in Fig. 2.4b the Z is plotted as
a function of x and t in Fig. 2.5a. When the solutions are described with Z instead of x, the
temperature curves in Fig. 2.4b turn into the ones as shown in Fig. 2.5b.
Reaction progress can be described by any species of which the mass fraction continuously increases or decreases in time, starting from the unburnt mixing solution to chemical
equilibrium. CO2 and H2 O have been successfully used to this purpose in many studies of
(statistically) stationary flames. To better describe ignition, however, an alternative combination of species is proposed which represent the various stages during the reaction progress
in a balanced way. In this study, the reaction progress variable Y is defined as a combination
of carbon-dioxide (CO2 ), carbon-monoxide (CO) and hydroperoxyl (HO2 ) mass fractions:
Y=

X

αi Yi ,

(2.25)

i

where αi is the weight factor and Yi is the mass fraction of the aforementioned species i.
The choice for a combination of CO2 , CO and HO2 mass fractions stems from the fact that
the ignition process starts with HO2 , being the first species formed from fuel and oxygen.
Soon thereafter, CO starts to take over and ends up in CO2 . Again, the CD-flame simulation in Fig. 2.4b is used to elucidate the coordinate transformation procedure. Figure 2.5c
shows examples of the reaction progress variable Y as a function of t at three different compositions (constant Z-values). The symbols at the right of the curves denote the value of
Y at t → ∞. For the studied CD-flames, Y increases monotonically during ignition and
reaches its maximum value. After the end of ignition, the maximum value of the progress
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variable typically decreases slightly due to slow diffusion processes and relaxation to chemical equilibrium. This part is omitted from the FGM since it is a negligible effect which
occurs beyond the practical time frame of interest of a few milliseconds. The temperature
as a function of Y is presented in Fig. 2.5d.
Two advantages have been gained by parameterizing the flame solutions using Z and
Y as controlling variables. While the description of the transient process in Z, Y-space is
still unique, thermo-chemical quantities have much lower gradients in Z, Y-space than in
x, t-space, which gives an improved tabulation/interpolation leading to smaller numerical
errors. And more important, the solutions are a function of general coordinates now, in
contrast to arbitrary spatial and temporal coordinates.
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Figure 2.5: Example of coordinate transformation of T from x, t to Z, Y, for Tf u = 373 K, Tox =
1000 K, p = 42.1 MPa, a = 500 s−1 with n-heptane (case 8 from Table 4.1, and Andrae mechanism
from Table 2.1).

After the coordinate transformation, all chemistry information can be represented in a
Z, Y-plane, as depicted schematically in Fig. 2.6. The line that coincides with the x-axis,
where Y = 0, represents the non-reacting adiabatic mixing limit. When using the CDflame approach, solutions of steady flames at different applied strain rates occupy the upper
part of the figure at the left. These flames are uniquely defined in mixture fraction and
progress variable space. The effect of strain rate is incorporated implicitly in the evolution
of the progress variable. Since auto-ignition is an essential phenomenon in the application
of interest, the region between the mixing limit (Y = 0) and the steady flames is filled with
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igniting CD-flames. Alternatively, the relevant Z, Y-plane is covered by solving igniting
homogeneous reactors as illustrated with the figure at the right, initialized at the mixing
line, which span the full range from a fresh mixture to chemical equilibrium. Both options
are discussed in Chapter 3. Examples of tabulation quantities as a function of Z and Y
are shown in Fig. 2.7 for realistic engine-like conditions: Tf u = 373 K, Tox = 1000 K,
p = 42.1 MPa (case 8 from Table 4.1).

steady CD−flames
Y

Y

igniting CD−flame(s)

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
Z

(a) CD-flames in Z, Y-space

igniting HRs

ignition
fails

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
Z

(b) HR’s in Z, Y-space

Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of FGM generation with igniting flames (left) or homogeneous
reactors (right) in Z, Y-space.

Spatial and temporal variations of the other conserved scalars, namely p and h, may
also be important in certain cases. Pressure variations in flames are usually very small.
However, this is not the case in reciprocating combustion engines. In Chapter 5, the influence of pressure variations on the ignition process is taken into account by introducing
p as an additional controlling variable next to Z and Y. In all other studied cases, pressure variations are either not present or negligible. Enthalpy becomes important when heat
loss/gain is present, for example in burner stabilized flames or reciprocating combustion
engines. Heat loss of a diesel spray flame (in a constant volume combustion vessel) to the
injector and the walls is omitted because the reaction region is far away, and the time-frame
of interest (several milliseconds) is too short to get affected by the enclosing body. Even
though the high importance of wall heat loss in an internal combustion engine, here it is not
included in the FGM since the analysis is focussed on the ignition phase only, and not on
pollutant formation for instance. Earlier studies have already addressed the compensation
for heat loss in the FGM [van Oijen and de Goey, 2000].
Now, the model representation in Fig. 2.3 can be supplemented with some details that
are introduced so far. Figure 2.8 shows the updated model scheme where the pre-processing
stage contains the canonical combustion configuration and the coordinate transformation of
the solutions from x, t-space to Z, Y-space. The interaction of the resulting FGM table with
the CFD code is presented in the next section.
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(a) T
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(c) YHO2

(d) ω̇Y

Figure 2.7: Examples of typical FGM quantities T , ρ, YHO2 , and ω̇Y as a function of the table dimensions, here mixture fraction Z and progress variable Y, obtained for Tf u = 373 K, Tox = 1000 K,
p = 42.1 MPa with n-heptane (case 8 from Table 4.1, and Andrae mechanism from Table 2.1).
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Figure 2.8: Schematic representation of numerical model separated in a pre-processing and an online
calculation part.
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Implementation

At this stage, the chemistry table is ready to be used in (multi-dimensional) CFD simulations. However, in the case of a RANS simulation or LES, a turbulence closure is needed to
account for temporal/spatial turbulent fluctuations. This implies one more pre-processing
step for the FGM chemistry, which is presented and discussed in Chapter 4 and 5. Here, the
implementation for fully resolved simulations (DNS) is shown.
The coupling of the FGM table with the CFD code is achieved by solving a transport
equation for each of the controlling variables Z and Y. A transport equation for Z can
be derived by taking the proper linear combination of the species conservation equations
(2.4) according to the definition in Eq. (2.24). In most applications the mixture fraction is a
conserved scalar, it has no source or sink, basically it represents conservation of elements.
However, liquid fuel evaporation, which is present in fuel spray combustion, introduces a
source term ω̇Z in the equation of the mixture fraction. For Lei = 1 the Z equation takes
the following form:
∂
~ · (ρ~uZ) − ∇
~ · (ρD∇Z)
~
(ρZ) + ∇
∂t

=

ω̇C
2M
+
C

2

ZC,1 −ZC,2
MC

= ω̇Z ,

+

ω̇O
1 ω̇H
2 MH − MO
Z
−Z
1 ZH,1 −ZH,2
− O,1MO O,2
2
MH

(2.26)

where ω̇i is the source of Z and the elements C, H, and O from fuel evaporation. Similarly, by taking the linear combination of Eq. (2.4) for the progress variable definition in
Eq. (2.25), the transport equation for Y reads:
∂
~ · (ρ~uY) − ∇
~ · (ρD∇Y)
~
(ρY) + ∇
= ω̇Y ,
∂t

(2.27)

with ω̇Y the chemical source term of Y, which is tabulated in the FGM. The case specific
transport equations for the various investigations in the following chapters are presented
where they are used in simulations.
The interaction between the CFD code and the pre-processed FGM is summarized in
Fig. 2.9. Each time the mixture fraction and the progress variable are computed, they are
used to interpolate in the FGM database to retrieve the desired quantities. The chemical
source for the progress variable ω̇Y is returned to the transport equation of Y. Depending
on the CFD code and the specific implementation, additional quantities such as species
mass fractions or thermo-physical mixture properties may be tabulated as well. Bilinear
interpolation is used to retrieve the necessary quantities from the database. Ignition delay is
sensitive to the interpolation quality in the cold flame regime. To ensure sufficient accuracy
in that part, the table resolution is locally increased.

2.5

Summary

In this chapter, the conservation equations for reacting flows have been presented. The
evaluation of the species chemical sources from elementary reactions has been shown. nheptane has been selected as a surrogate for diesel for its similar ignition properties and its
widespread use for engine combustion studies. Different n-heptane reaction mechanisms
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Figure 2.9: Schematic representation of numerical model separated in a pre-processing and an online
calculation part.

have been considered from which 2 are used in this thesis. Then, the flamelet concept has
been introduced to give a description of the internal flame structure in one dimension. As
a result, a multidimensional flame can be regarded as consisting of locally one-dimensional
laminar flames convected by a flow field. Subsequently, the FGM method has been introduced systematically. Using this method, the chemistry can be described by a reduced
number of variables. Canonical combustion configurations that are relevant for this study
have been presented. It has been suggested to parameterize the solutions from these canonical configurations with the mixture fraction and the reaction progress variable to store them
in the FGM table, thereby reducing the problem dimension from Ns to 2. Finally, the FGM
interaction with a CFD code is briefly presented. The validity of the proposed approach for
engine relevant igniting systems is addressed in the next chapter.

Chapter

FGM-DNS of engine
relevant igniting systems

3

Developments in modern engine technology are moving towards a regime with fuel injection
uncoupled from combustion. Auto-ignition is an essential characteristic in these systems.
The accurate prediction of this chemical process is of paramount importance. Tabulation
techniques can provide a detailed chemistry description which is needed to represent the
subtle processes that occur during ignition. Strictly, only chemical sources are stored in
a look-up table, while assumptions have been made about the mixing process in this preprocessing step.
In this study, the validity of Flamelet Generated Manifolds (FGM’s) in a series of
canonical configurations representative for compression ignition combustion processes is
investigated. To this purpose, the FGM approach is applied to 0D perfectly stirred reactor
(PSR), igniting 1D counterflow diffusion flame (CD-flame) and igniting 2D mixing layer
simulations for a wide range of relevant engine conditions. An FGM table generated with
homogeneous reactor simulations is able to correctly predict reaction progress in PSR cases
which include mixing. On the other hand, an FGM table generated with a single igniting
CD-flame at a constant strain rate predicts the trend in auto-ignition delay for varying strain
rates qualitatively correct. Ignition in a 2D mixing layer, where a straining field due to
vortical structures exists, is also well predicted with this FGM. To improve the quantitative
auto-ignition prediction near the ignition limit, an extra controlling variable is needed.

The content of this chapter has been taken from:
C. Bekdemir, L.M.T. Somers, L.P.H. de Goey, DNS with detailed and tabulated chemistry
of engine relevant igniting systems, Submitted to Combustion and Flame, 2012.
Minor edits have been made to streamline the layout of the thesis.
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3.1

Introduction

Auto-ignition is a key phenomenon in modern CI (Compression Ignition) engines. Promising developments such as PCCI, LTC, Nissan-MK and CAI move towards a regime at
which injection and combustion are uncoupled and which is totally governed by autoignition. As such, combustion control becomes difficult [Hanson et al., 2010, Lewander
et al., 2008, Kalghatgi et al., 2007, Manente et al., 2009, Leermakers et al., 2011]. Modeling
this transient process accurately is of upmost importance to make CFD a valuable tool in
engine research and development. Therefore, CFD models that capture ignition accurately
become increasingly important.
In the past, the ignition and combustion processes in internal combustion engines have
been modeled in various ways. Simplified one or two step combustion models, like the Eddy
Dissipation Model [Magnussen and Hjertager, 1977] and variants thereof, have been used
in conjunction with ignition models. In these methods, an ignition model acts as a switch
that triggers the combustion model at some point in time. This could be a single equation
model that originates from Livengood-Wu integrals [Livengood and Wu, 1955] or an eight
equation model of Halstead et al. [Halstead et al., 1977] (also known as the ”Shell” ignition
model) that pursues to take more specific ignition chemistry into account. All these models
require some kind of tuning procedure for the specific case at hand.
To model all the intricate details as a function of fuel properties, however, such as twostage ignition, detailed reaction mechanisms should be used. Since the chemistry of real
diesel fuels is hardly known, so-called reference fuels (PRF) [Andrae et al., 2008, Curran
et al., 1998] and surrogate fuels [Mati et al., 2007] are often introduced to model ignition in
detail. To mimic diesel fuel, mostly n-heptane is sufficient if only chemical effects are studied (cetane numbers of n-heptane and diesel are equal). Still, the well-known mechanisms
for surrogate fuels are too large to apply directly in simulations. Therefore, an increasing number of studies have adopted chemistry tabulation techniques for engine combustion
simulations [Bekdemir et al., 2011, Wenzel et al., 2007, Lehtiniemi et al., 2006, da Cruz,
2004].
However, it remains unclear whether we can rely on tabulation techniques to predict
ignition in engine-like mixing conditions. The setting for an auto-ignition event in engines
can range from fully premixed to fully non-premixed. Accurate prediction of auto-ignition
is not only important for conventional and modern CI engines, but also for SI engines since
knock in these engines is an undesired auto-ignition phenomenon, which has to be avoided
at all times. The chemistry tabulation procedure requires pre-computed data, often from 0D
homogeneous reactors or 1D laminar flames, which contains assumptions about the mixing
process, whereas only chemistry information is stored in the data-table. So, for a tabulation
approach to be successful, it should accurately reproduce auto-ignition behavior at various
mixing conditions using a chemistry table that is generated with either 0D or 1D canonical
systems.
Here, the FGM method is applied to tabulate chemistry [van Oijen and de Goey, 2000].
This is a rather new and promising approach to simulate combustion in engines and engine related laboratory experiments. In recent years, the FGM approach has been successfully applied to various combustion systems, including spray flames in a constant volume
chamber and diesel engine combustion. To model diesel engine combustion, in particular, pressure variations and auto-ignition have been taken into account [Bekdemir et al.,
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Section 3.4
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CD-flame = counterflow diffusion flame
PSR = perfectly stirred reactor
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3 DOF → f(t,x,y)

Figure 3.1: Outline of this chapter. The two FGM generation methods applied to specific 0D, 1D,
and 2D test cases.

2012, Bekdemir et al., 2011, Bekdemir et al., 2010].
The aim of this study is to assess the predictive quality of tabulated chemistry in systems where ignition and mixing coexist. The specific focus on engines is reflected in the
choice of the fuel, the initial conditions and the boundary conditions for the 0D, 1D and
2D test cases. In the next section, the FGM method as used in this study is introduced.
Subsequently, two pre-processing approaches are presented, namely homogeneous reactors
(HR’s) and counterflow diffusion flames (CD-flames), respectively. Their simulation results
are used to construct FGM’s. Having attained the chemistry databases, test cases relevant
for situations occurring during the ignition in an engine are introduced. To avoid the difficulty of a turbulence closure, all test cases are computed using the same 0D PSR and 1D
laminar CD-flame codes. Furthermore, 2D Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) of an igniting mixing layer using detailed and tabulated chemistry is presented. The 0D, 1D and
2D detailed chemistry simulation results are compared to solutions obtained using the FGM
approach. An overview of the presented FGM generation methods applied to different test
cases is shown in Fig. 3.1.

3.2

FGM chemistry and definitions

In this study, the chemistry data that is contained in an FGM table has been generated
with either HR’s or CD-flames. Details about these simulations are presented in the next
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sections. Here, the tabulation technique and corresponding definitions are presented, which
are exactly the same for all cases.
The 0D and 1D test cases have been simulated with the reaction mechanism of Andrae [Andrae et al., 2008]. This mechanism contains n-heptane, i-octane and toluene which
adds up to a total of 633 reactions among 137 species. Its advantage is the flexibility to study
fuel blends ranging from an octane number of 0 to 100. Fuel blends are used in the PSR
study, whereas in the CD-flame simulations only pure n-heptane is applied. The 2D case has
been simulated with the smaller TRF mechanism to reduce computational expenses. The
TRF mechanism is based on the n-heptane mechanism of Peters et al. [Peters et al., 2002]
which is a part of the Andrae mechanism, but its size is reduced even further by replacing
the C1-C3 sub-mechanism by that of GRI3.0 [Smith et al., 2012] leading to a mechanism
with 248 reactions among 48 species.
The solutions of the canonical configurations, HR and CD-flame, are computed in
time and in the latter case also in physical space. These chemistry solutions are tabulated
as a function of general coordinates that represent the local mixture composition and its
reaction progress. Therefore, a coordinate transformation to mixture fraction Z and reaction
progress variable Y is performed. Definitions as introduced in Section 2.4.2 are repeated
for convenience.
The mixture fraction definition from [Bilger et al., 1990] is adopted:
Z=

Z −Z
Z −Z
ZC −ZC,2
+ 12 HMHH,2 − OMOO,2
MC
Z
−Z
Z
−Z
Z
−Z
2 C,1MC C,2 + 12 H,1MH H,2 − O,1MO O,2

2

,

(3.1)

where Zi is the element mass fraction and Mi is the molar mass of the elements carbon (C),
hydrogen (H) and oxygen (O). The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the constant mass fraction in
the defined fuel and oxidizer stream, respectively.
The definition of a progress variable should satisfy the requirement for monotonicity
and should represent the various stages during the reaction progress in a balanced way.
In this study the progress variable is defined as a combination of carbon-dioxide (CO2 ),
carbon-monoxide (CO) and hydroperoxyl (HO2 ) mass fractions:
Y=

X Yi
,
Mi
i

(3.2)

where Yi is the mass fraction and Mi is the molar mass of the aforementioned species i.
The choice for a combination of CO2 , CO and HO2 mass fractions stems from the fact that
the ignition process starts with HO2 , being the first species formed from fuel and oxygen.
Soon thereafter, CO starts to take over and finally converts to CO2 .
After the coordinate transformation, all chemistry information can be represented as a
function of Z and Y. Bilinear interpolation is used to retrieve the necessary quantities from
the database. Ignition delay is sensitive to the interpolation quality in the cold flame regime.
To ensure sufficient accuracy in that part, the table resolution is locally increased.
In the next sections, 0D and 1D test cases will be introduced. PSR’s and CD-flames will
be simulated to study auto-ignition at the premixed and non-premixed ends of the spectrum,
respectively. Furthermore, details about the FGM database construction are given for the
respective cases.
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PSR

Premixed type ignition can be studied with perfectly stirred reactors (PSR’s). A comparative analysis based on auto-ignition delay time is performed with PSR’s using detailed and
tabulated chemistry. A series of homogeneous reactor (HR) simulations, covering the relevant mixture fraction space, serves as input for one FGM table. This, one and only, table is
used in PSR simulations with a variety of mixing conditions. Mixing is achieved by adding
a certain amount of air to the PSR at a certain rate, both of which are representative for
engines.

3.3.1

PSR - detailed chemistry

At Eindhoven University of Technology, a collection of (multi-zone) packages (XCCI,
XSR) has been developed to model several aspects in engine combustion. The XCCI-code
has especially been developed to assess charge stratification in diesel engines using full
scale reaction mechanisms in the limit of HCCI or PCCI combustion regimes. Multi-cycle
analysis, including valve flow, is implemented as well. In this study we will use the XSR
code, which is based on the same set of equations but is more tailored for reactor studies. It
is based on the basic conservation laws of mass:
dmbi
dmi
=
+ ω̇i ,
dt
dt

for i ∈ [1, Ns − 1],

(3.3)

with ṁi the effect of chemical reactions, and the conservation of energy for open systems:
X dmb
dE
dQ
dV
=
−p
+
hb
,
dt
dt
dt
dt

(3.4)

b

P
where E =
i mi ei (T ) [J], is expressed in terms of the specific internal energy ei and
mass mi of each chemical component. Heat loss is represented by dQ/dt, V (t) is the
(prescribed) volume history and p is the pressure. The code allows for the addition of fluid
(e.g. hot air, liquid fuel) to the reactor as function of time through the third term on the
righthand side, where b stands for the system boundaries. The set of equations is closed by
providing an appropriate equation of state, which in this study is the ideal gas law:
pV = m

Ru
T,
M

(3.5)

with Ru the universal gas constant and M the average molar mass. Earlier studies have
shown ( [Evlampiev et al., 2007]) that the ideal gas assumption is sufficiently accurate for
the complete range of p, V, T -conditions as they occur in modern diesel engines.
As it is implemented in the codes, the XSR-code chooses the formulation depending
on what is user-specified, either V (t), p(t) or dp
dt . The set of equations is solved using the
DDASSL code [Petzold, 1983, Petzold, 1982].
For the detailed chemistry simulations that serve as input to chemistry tables constant
dmbi
pressure dp
dt = 0 and constant mass dt = 0 is taken. They do not contain any mixing info.
In this limit the PSR reduces to a HR as described in the section on canonical configurations 2.4.1. So, the FGM tables are generated with HR’s.
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3.3.2

PSR - tabulated chemistry

When a PSR simulation with FGM chemistry is performed, only the evolution of the FGM
coordinates Z and Y have to be computed. So, the equivalent FGM setup for PSR’s is completely defined by two ordinary differential equations describing mixing (3.6) and reaction
progress (3.7):
X

dZ
dt

=

dY
dt

= ω̇Y (Z, Y) +

i

αi (Yib − Yi )

1 dmb
,
mb dt

X Y b − Yi 1 dmb
i
,
Mi mb dt
i

(3.6)
(3.7)

P
where αi = j nij · νj . Here, nij stands for the amount of element j (C, H or O) in the
progress variable species i, and νj is a stoichiometric coefficient following the definition
of Bilger et al. [Bilger et al., 1990] (νC = 2, νH = 0.5, νO = −1). The mixture fraction
Z and the progress variable Y are defined in Section 3.2. The righthand side of Eq. 3.6
represents the change of Z as a consequence of the injected mass mb with composition Yib .
Note that, the chemical source term ω̇Y in Eq. 3.7 is the only information retrieved from the
FGM table.

3.3.3

PSR - results

In the PSR study, the FGM database is formed from a collection of HR’s initialized from the
adiabatic mixing line as illustrated in Fig. 3.2 (left) and Fig. 3.3. Subsequently, this FGM is
used in PSR calculations that simulate the air entrainment as encountered during an injection
event in a modern diesel engine. Following the conceptual model of Dec [Dec, 1997], fuel
is injected at a certain point in the cycle and then travels through the hot environment,
entraining air and becoming leaner up to the point that it will ignite. In this study, this
process is modeled by setting up a homogeneous mixture with a given equivalence ratio
ϕ (or mixture fraction Z). During time, hot air is added with a constant mass-flow rate.
Figures 3.2 (right) and 3.3 elucidate this mixing process. In this example, mixing hot air
decreases ϕ approximately from 4 to 2 and increases the temperature approximately from
800 to 850 K. For the oxidizer, a typical temperature is taken at a given crank-angle at
the point of injection, for example 1000 K as in the baseline n-heptane case of the Engine
Combustion Network (ECN) [ECN, 2012]. Adequate values are obtained from earlier CFD
studies [Bekdemir et al., 2011, Boot et al., 2010].
Here, 12 of these mixing cases will be presented. To illustrate the setup of this study,
some of these cases, which start at ϕ = 4, are shown in Fig. 3.4. In cases 1 to 6, the amount
of mixed air is varied from 0 to the point that ϕ = 2 is reached. In cases 7 to 12, the
mixing rate is varied. Simulations for these cases are performed for various octane number
fuel blends, from which pure n-heptane and a blend with 95 vol.% i-octane and 5 vol.%
n-heptane are presented here. These two compositions represent both ends of the spectrum,
namely, diesel fuel and gasoline with an octane number of 95, respectively.
The ignition delay times for pure n-heptane are shown in Fig. 3.5 with square and
circular markers for detailed and FGM chemistry, respectively. Auto-ignition delay time
is defined at 10% increase in progress variable. The mixing time, as defined in Fig. 3.4,
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the general simulation setup for an HR (left) and a PSR (right). Temperature
T and enthalpy H are scaled.
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Figure 3.4: 12 different mixing cases. Variation in amount of mixing and mixing rate.

is indicated with the triangular markers. In all cases the FGM approach is able to predict
the ignition delay very well. For cases 7 to 12, mixing continues beyond the auto-ignition
process. A closer look at the evolution of the progress variable with time is provided in
Fig. 3.6. In the time-frame between ignition delay and mixing time, the FGM solutions for
the last six cases slightly deviate from the detailed solutions. Within this limited period, the
rate of mixing is of the same order as the chemical reaction rate of the progress variable.
Immediately after the equilibrium mixture is reached, the FGM solution catches up and
converges to the detailed solution.
Figure 3.7 shows the ignition delay results for the fuel blend with 95 vol.% i-octane and
5 vol.% n-heptane. Note that the scales on the vertical axis of Fig. 3.5 and 3.7 are different
because the gasoline-like blend is much more resistant to auto-ignition. The high resistance
of gasoline to ignition leads to large ignition delay times. Therefore, for all cases, mixing
has already ended prior to auto-ignition. Also for this fuel the predictions with tabulated
chemistry are in good agreement with detailed chemistry.
A wide range of fuel blends and mixing conditions, which resemble practical engine
fuels and in-cylinder mixing, have been tested. For a given fuel, an FGM table created
with homogeneous reactor simulations is able to predict ignition delays at all tested PSR
conditions quantitatively well.

3.4

CD-flame

A commonly used model problem to study non-premixed combustion is the well known
laminar counterflow diffusion flame (CD-flame). In this flame, contrary to PSR’s, mass/species
transport due to convection and diffusion plays an important role. For laminar CD-flames,
an increasing strain rate results in an increasing auto-ignition delay [Mastorakos, 2009].
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Figure 3.5: Ignition delay for 12 pure n-heptane cases. Ignition delay defined at 10% increase in
progress variable. Triangular markers indicate the applied mixing time.

This observation is important when tabulating laminar flame data since it is a question to
what extent the tabulated chemical sources depend on the strain rate. In this section, the
transient part of the FGM table (bottom part of Fig. 2.6) is filled with a single igniting CDflame at a chosen strain rate, referred to as FGM(t)a=500 . The t denotes the tabulation of
a transient (igniting) process and the subscript indicates the strain rate a of that tabulated
flame, which in this example is at a strain rate of 500 s−1 . The validity of this assumption
for CD-flame simulations at a broad range of strain rates has been investigated. Again, the
fuel and the operating conditions (temperature, pressure, etc.) are chosen to be relevant for
engine studies.

3.4.1

CD-flame - detailed chemistry

In this study, one-dimensional laminar flames are solved with our in-house code CHEM1D
[CHEM1D, 2012], under the assumption that all Lewis numbers are equal to 1. Preferential
diffusion effects are therefore not present. A detailed chemistry simulation of an autoigniting CD-flame at a single strain rate value is performed in physical space and time. The
transient ignition process is followed in time. The unsteady CD-flame equations as solved
in CHEM1D are formulated in Section 2.4.1.

3.4.2

CD-flame - tabulated chemistry

The FGM setup for CD-flame simulations is defined by partial differential equations for Z
and Y next to Eq. (2.16) and (2.19) that describe the flow. A transport equation for Z can
be derived by taking the proper linear combination of the species conservation equations
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defined at 10% increase in progress variable. Triangular markers indicate the applied mixing time.

(2.18) according to the definition in Eq. (3.1):
∂
∂
∂
(ρZ) +
(ρuZ) =
∂t
∂x
∂x



ρD

∂Z
∂x



− ρKZ,

(3.8)

with K the local stretch rate. K is a spatial function that depends on the strain rate a at the
oxidizer boundary:
K(x) =

∂uy
,
∂y

K(x → oxidizer boundary) = a,

(3.9)

and is governed by a differential equation derived from the momentum equations following
Dixon-Lewis [Dixon-Lewis, 1990]. The exact formulation which is used in this study is
given in Eq. (2.19).
Another equation describes the evolution of the progress variable Y. Similar to the
derivation of the Z equation, the equation for Y can be obtained by taking the linear combination of Eq. (2.18) according to the Y definition in Eq. (3.2):


∂
∂
∂
∂Y
(ρY) +
(ρuY) =
ρD
− ρKY + ω̇Y (Z, Y).
(3.10)
∂t
∂x
∂x
∂x
In the equation for the progress variable Y, a source term ω̇Y due to reactions appears, which
is tabulated in the FGM. The mixture fraction Z and the progress variable Y are defined in
Section 3.2.

3.4.3

CD-flame - results

In the CD-flame study, the FGM database is constructed from a single laminar igniting
CD-flame with a chosen strain rate. Subsequently, this FGM is used in tabulated chemistry
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simulations of CD-flames with exactly the same boundary conditions, except for the strain
rate. Simulations have been run for a range of strain rates, varied from 100 s−1 to the ignition limit, beyond which flow straining prevents second or even first stage ignition. Here,
the results for 2 cases will be presented, which use the same fuel (n-heptane) but differ in
boundary conditions. For the first case the oxidizer temperature is Tox = 800 K and the
constant operating pressure is p = 6.3 MPa. These conditions are typical for constant volume diesel spray measurements such as spray A (n-dodecane) of the Engine Combustion
Network (ECN) [ECN, 2012]. Case 2 is defined at higher temperature and pressure conditions (Tox = 1000 K, p = 15.2 MPa), which correspond to more realistic values for a
heavy-duty diesel engine around top dead center.
Ignition delay as a function of strain rate for case 1 is shown in Fig. 3.8 (note the logarithmic scale on the horizontal axis). The squares represent detailed chemistry solutions and
the circles/asterisks represent FGM chemistry solutions. Here, auto-ignition delay time is
defined at 10% increase in maximum temperature found in the domain. The detailed chemistry results indeed show the expected behavior of a longer ignition delay with increasing
strain rate. Important to notice however, is the low sensitivity of the ignition delay time for
strain rates smaller than 1000 s−1 , whereas for higher strain rates the growth is exponential. Here, the a = 500 and 1000 s−1 detailed solutions have been chosen to construct the
FGM’s denoted as FGM(t)a=500 and FGM(t)a=1000 , respectively. Subsequently, tabulated
chemistry simulations have been run for all strain rate points with those two FGM’s. The
results show that the tabulation approach is able to predict ignition delays reasonably well
at low strain rates and retains the same trend as the detailed one. However, the steep rise
of the ignition delay is shifted to higher strain rates. This indicates that the ignition path in
composition space is somewhat affected by the applied strain rate. Besides, since at high
strain rates the (radical) species production and destruction terms are of the same order of
magnitude, even a minor mismatch between the tabulated and detailed source terms can
give rise to a large deviation, much more pronounced than at low strain rates.
Figure 3.9 shows auto-ignition delay results for case 2. In this case FGM’s at strain
rates a = 500 and 5000 s−1 are generated (FGM(t)a=500 and FGM(t)a=5000 ). The results
of FGM(t)a=500 are very similar to that of case 1, i.e. good predictions at low strain rates,
but the steep rise for FGM chemistry is slightly shifted to the right. At high strain rates,
FGM(t)a=5000 clearly performs better, while the ignition delay at low strain rates is still
close to the detailed results.
The FGM solutions are completely described by the chemical source term of the
progress variable. A closer look at the detailed chemistry source terms reveal that there
are indeed differences that depend on strain rate. So, if a more accurate FGM prediction at
high strain rates would be desired, one should introduce an extra controlling variable (dimension) to the chemistry table. A choice for this controlling variable could be the scalar
dissipation rate. This is a well-known choice from the classical flamelet approach, which
makes use of Z and χ to parameterize chemistry. However, the coupling of local χ-values
with the chemical database is not at all straightforward; modeling assumptions are needed
to close the system. Therefore, a variable that is directly linked to composition space is
preferred (like Z and Y).
The mass fraction of species HO2 is such a variable and appears to posses the property
to discriminate between different strain rate solutions. Normalized HO2 values as a function
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Figure 3.8: Case 1. Auto-ignition delay as a function of strain rate. Ignition defined at 10% increase
in maximum temperature. Tf u = 373 K, Tox = 800 K, p = 6.3 MPa.
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Figure 3.9: Case 2. Auto-ignition delay as a function of strain rate. Ignition defined at 10% increase
in maximum temperature. Tf u = 373 K, Tox = 1000 K, p = 15.2 MPa.
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of Z and Y:

ȲHO2 =

YHO2 (Z, Y) − YHO2 (Z, Y)a=1500
,
YHO2 (Z, Y)a=100 − YHO2 (Z, Y)a=1500

(3.11)

are shown in Fig. 3.10 for case 1. Each surface, from top to bottom, corresponds to detailed
chemistry solutions of ȲHO2 for an igniting CD-flame at a strain rate of a = 100, 500, 1000
and 1500 s−1 , respectively. The stoichiometric mixture is indicated with the dashed red
line. The Z-axis is cut-off to the region where auto-ignition is initiated and the Y-axis
extends from 0 to 10% of the maximum (steady) value. In this part of the FGM, which is
essential during the ignition process, chemistry is dominant and HO2 follows different paths
in composition space. Outside this region, where diffusion becomes important, the surfaces
come together and/or cross each other (not shown in the figure). In Fig. 3.11, the same
Y
(Z,Y)−YHO2 (Z,Y)a=14000
2
picture is observed for case 2 as well (ȲHO2 = YHOHO
(Z,Y)a=100 −YHO2 (Z,Y)a=14000 ), with the
2
difference that the ignition chemistry dominated region is shifted to fuel-richer conditions.
Both cases show a monotonically increasing mass fraction of HO2 with decreasing strain
rate. So, in the Z,Y-region of interest, the solutions of the different strain rate flames can
be parameterized uniquely using Z, Y, and HO2 as FGM variables. This property qualifies
HO2 as a possible additional controlling variable. However, more work is necessary to
demonstrate this with FGM simulations including the third variable.
To conclude, laminar CD-flames with different strain rates ignite via slightly different
paths in composition space. Still, an FGM table created at one strain rate can correctly
predict ignition delay times at low strain rates and retain the trend as a function of strain
rate. More accuracy may be gained by extending the chemistry table to three dimensions,
possibly by adding the HO2 radical as an extra controlling variable together with the mixture
fraction and progress variable.

3.5

2D mixing layer

Ignition in turbulent mixing layers is of great practical interest. Most non-premixed and
partially-premixed combustion systems operate at turbulent conditions, and many of them
are governed by ignition phenomena, such as industrial burners and spray flames. Here, the
primary interest is to explore the performance of the FGM method in a multi-dimensional
simulation of an igniting shear layer, like at the turbulent edge of a diesel fuel jet. This is
one step closer to the eventual application of these models: three-dimensional simulations
of real size combustion devices. FGM tables constructed with CD-flames will be applied
to the simulation of a two-dimensional shear layer with simultaneous turbulent mixing development and ignition evolution. The results are compared with a full chemistry direct
numerical simulation of the same case.

3.5.1

2D mixing layer - detailed chemistry

Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) have been performed with an in-house code which has
been described in publications before [R.J.M. Bastiaans, 2001,van Oijen et al., 2007,van Oijen, 2012]. It solves the mass, momentum, species and temperature equations in their compressible form on a collocated mesh. The diffusion terms in these equations are discretized
by using a sixth order accurate finite difference method [Lele, 1992] and the convective
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and 1500 s−1 . Stoichiometric mixture indicated with the dashed red line.

terms by a fifth order method [de Lange, 2007]. Explicit time integration is performed by a
third order low storage Runge-Kutta scheme with a constant time step of 10−9 s to meet the
stability criteria. Boundary conditions are implemented satisfying Navier-Stokes Characteristic Boundary Conditions (NSCBC) [Poinsot and Lele, 1992]. The mixture transport properties viscosity and conductivity are computed with relations as a function of temperature
and the species diffusivity with unity Lewis numbers, exactly as in CHEM1D [CHEM1D,
2012], which is again used to generate an FGM with CD-flames.

3.5.2

2D mixing layer - tabulated chemistry

The FGM setup for the 2D mixing layer simulations is defined by two partial differential
equations next to the mass, momentum and temperature equations. One equation describes
the transport of mixture fraction Z:
∂
~ · (ρ~uZ) − ∇
~ · (ρD∇Z)
~
(ρZ) + ∇
= 0,
∂t

(3.12)
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which is the same as Eq. (2.26) except for the source term at the righthand side. Hence
that in this case Z is a conserved scalar since there is no introduction of species due to
evaporation.
Another equation describes the evolution of the progress variable Y:
∂
~ · (ρ~uY) − ∇
~ · (ρD∇Y)
~
(ρY) + ∇
= ω̇Y ,
∂t

(3.13)

In the equation for the progress variable Y, a source term ω̇Y due to reactions appears, which
is tabulated in the FGM. The mixture fraction Z and the progress variable Y are defined in
Section 3.2.

3.5.3

2D mixing layer - results

The FGM simulation of an igniting 2D mixing layer is compared to the detailed simulation
of the same case. Also an a-priori FGM analysis is performed to compare quantities locally
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without accumulative errors from time integration. Similar to the analysis of PSR’s and CDflames, the maximum temperature rise in the domain is studied. Furthermore, the results
are analyzed in more detail by comparing field quantities. First the numerical setup is
introduced.
The analyzed case is chosen such that it approximates typical mixing conditions and
ignition timing of jet or spray flames. For practical reasons, the pressure is chosen to be
0.1 MPa. To make the ignition delay comparable to the development time of turbulent
eddies, the oxidizer temperature has been set to 1300 K. The size of the numerical domain,
which is depicted in Fig. 3.13, is 8x8 mm with 521 uniformly distributed grid points in both
directions. This results in a mesh size of 15 µm. The system describes high speed mixing
between a fuel stream (n-heptane) in the middle of an air stream (O2 and N2 ) that evolves
due to a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. The fuel and oxidizer streams have opposite velocity
directions with a maximum velocity difference of about 40 m/s. To promote instabilities
in the shear layer, a small turbulent velocity field is added to the fuel stream by means of
velocity fluctuations on top of the mean velocity field. Initial fields of the species mass
fractions and the temperature are shown in Fig. 3.12 for one half of the domain since they
are symmetric around y = 0. These are obtained from top-hat profiles for the species
mass fractions and enthalpy, which are smoothed in the cross-stream direction by applying
a [1 2 1] filter 320 times. Periodic boundary conditions are used in streamwise direction x
and non-reflecting outlet boundaries are applied in cross-stream direction y.
1
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Figure 3.12: Initial fields of species mass fractions and temperature.

By tuning the aforementioned initial conditions, the shear layer develops substantially
before ignition starts. The mixture field, represented by Z, is depicted in Fig. 3.13 for
several time instances (0.1 - 0.6 ms) to give insight in the shear layer development process. Evolution of reaction progress in the detailed chemistry simulation is shown with the
contours of Y and T around the time of ignition in Fig 3.14. In both figures, the black
iso-contour lines represent stoichiometric conditions. The simulation stops at 0.62 ms be-
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cause the code cannot cope with reactions in the vicinity of the upper and lower boundaries.
However, this is sufficient to study ignition since the chemical path to the start of ignition
and even a large part of ignition itself (up to 2000 K) has been reached.
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Figure 3.13: Time evolution of the mixture field. Contours of mixture fraction Z as a function of
time. Black iso-contour lines represent stoichiometric conditions.

The vortical structures in Fig. 3.13 show that a complicated straining field occurs in
time, meaning that the rate of molecular mixing is a function of the location. However, for
the FGM chemistry simulations of this case, an FGM is built with a single igniting CDflame at a constant strain rate like in the previous section about CD-flames. Two tables have
been generated with igniting CD-flames at a = 500 and 2000 s−1 , respectively. The initial
2D DNS Z-field in physical space is compared with those of the 1D CD-flames in Fig. 3.15.
This figure clearly shows that the gradient of Z, which is a measure for the scalar dissipation
rate, is different for all cases. The a = 500 s−1 flame has much lower gradients than the
DNS field. Overall, the a = 2000 s−1 flame’s gradients are similar to that of the DNS, still
its scalar dissipation rate at stoichiometry is two times lower.
The performance of the FGM simulations is first assessed by monitoring the temperature as a function of time. To this purpose, the temperature rise ∆T is introduced, which is
defined as the maximum difference between the instantaneous temperature T (Z, t) and the
corresponding temperature of the initial mixing solution T (Z, t0 ) conditioned on Z:
∆T (t) = max [T (Z, t) − T (Z, t0 )] .

(3.14)

Figure 3.16 shows ∆T of the detailed chemistry simulation (solid red) and both FGM
simulations (dashed black and dash-dotted blue). The temperature evolution of the igniting
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Figure 3.14: Time evolution of the detailed chemistry simulation around ignition; the progress variable (top row) and the temperature (bottom row). Black iso-contour lines represent stoichiometric
conditions.

CD-flames that are used to build the FGM tables are also included for reference. Both
FGM simulations predict a reasonable ignition delay, despite the fact that they seem to
differ so much in the original CD-flame setup. This behavior confirms the observation in
Section 3.4.3 that the ignition delay is relatively insensitive to the strain rate of the tabulated
CD-flame.
Alternatively, in Fig. 3.17 the ignition process is visualized with contours of the progress
variable Y at three time steps. Pictures in the top and bottom row representing detailed
chemistry and FGM (a = 2000 s−1 ) solutions, respectively. Note that all pictures have the
same color scale. The reaction layer develops similarly for both simulations. However, as
was shown in Fig. 3.16, the FGM solution lags behind.
Another interesting observation follows from the a-priori FGM evaluation. Provided
that tabulation and interpolation accuracies are finite, computational errors may accumulate
during the time integration of the exponentially behaving ignition process. These possible
errors would lead to large deviations in capturing ignition correctly. Therefore, ∆T is also
computed by taking the temperature from the FGM by using Z and Y of the detailed chemistry simulation. The results of this a-priori FGM evaluation are included in Fig. 3.16. It is
seen that a-priori FGM almost exactly recovers the ignition curve of the detailed chemistry
solution, and that both FGM’s perform equally well. For the FGM at a = 2000 s−1 ,
the entire temperature field is compared with the detailed solution in Fig. 3.18. Locally,
the maximum absolute deviation is 50 K. The chemical source of the progress variable ω̇Y
is without a doubt the most important quantity that is retrieved from the chemistry table
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Figure 3.15: Initial Z-fields.

during the simulations. In Fig. 3.18 also fields of ω̇Y at 0.0, 0.50 and 0.62 ms are shown
for the detailed and the a-priori FGM solutions. The structure of the reaction zone comdet −φFGM
[%]) is shown on the righthand
pares very well. The relative error (errrel = 100 φmax(φ
det )
side pictures. The initial (t = 0.0 ms) maximum deviation is around 1%. At the start of
ignition (t = 0.50 ms), when source terms start to rise fast, the FGM departs more from
the detailed one. When the source term peaks (t = 0.62 ms), the maximum local error
approaches 20%. Smaller deviations are expected again after a steady combustion phase
is established. As shown in previous studies, the FGM method has already been successfully applied to systems with steady combustion of non-premixed [Vreman et al., 2008] and
(partially-)premixed flames [van Oijen and de Goey, 2002, van Oijen and de Goey, 2004].
To summarize, the ignition behavior of a 2D mixing layer between an n-heptane stream
and an oxidizer stream at elevated temperature is successfully captured with FGM chemistry. The scalar dissipation rate differences between the tabulated CD-flame and the 2D
DNS simulation negligibly affects the ignition prediction. This is consistent with the observation in Section 3.4 that straining has only a slight effect on ignition kinetics.
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Figure 3.16: Temperature rise ∆T for the CD-flame and 2D DNS simulations, with detailed and
FGM chemistry.
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Figure 3.17: Time evolution of the detailed (top row) and FGM (a = 2000 s−1 , bottom row)
chemistry simulations around ignition. Y of the detailed simulation is computed a-posteriori with the
definition in Eq. (3.2). In the FGM simulation Y is transported.
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Conclusions

DNS of igniting 0D, 1D and 2D systems have been performed using detailed and tabulated chemistry. The ignition prediction quality of tabulated chemistry has been explored
for conditions that are relevant for engine studies by analyzing ignition delay times. To
this purpose, FGM tables that are built with homogeneous reactors are applied to perfectly
stirred reactors with a wide range of mixing conditions. Furthermore, FGM’s built with
igniting counterflow diffusion flames are applied to counterflow flames at different strain
rates. Counterflow flame based FGM’s are also used to simulate an igniting mixing layer in
2D, which is closer to the eventual application of tabulation methods in multidimensional
simulations.
Chemistry tables based on homogeneous reactor simulations are adequate enough to
correctly predict auto-ignition at various mixing conditions and fuel reactivities, even when
the mixing time is of the same order of magnitude as the auto-ignition delay time. A FGM
table that contains an igniting counterflow diffusion flame at one strain rate is able to capture
the trend in auto-ignition delay for different strain rate flames. Ignition delay times at low
strain rates are predicted quantitatively well. The 2D mixing layer ignition simulations using
different strain rate FGM’s also compare well with the detailed chemistry simulation. These
observations show that straining of a counterflow flame delays ignition, while the ignition
kinetics remain largely unaffected. However, for correct FGM predictions at high strain
rates, one has to introduce an additional controlling variable. The radical species HO2 has
been identified as a suitable controlling variable that can discriminate between differences
in straining.
The overall findings indicate that the investigated chemistry tabulation approach is
appropriate to deal with the simultaneous chemical and mixing processes encountered at
engine-like conditions. It is expected that similar observations will hold for igniting systems other than internal combustion engines. Therefore, further development of the FGM
tabulation technique for multidimensional engine simulation purposes is justified.
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Chapter

FGM-LES of igniting
diesel sprays

4

The first application of the FGM method to model diesel spray combustion was performed
with RANS simulations in Fluent and Star-CD [Bekdemir et al., 2010, Bekdemir et al.,
2009, Bekdemir, 2008]. Later, an extended set of simulations with n-heptane and additional
analysis for validation have been carried out, also with RANS in Star-CD [Egüz et al.,
2012, Ayyapureddi et al., 2012]. These studies were either done by the author himself or in
a collaborative effort with fellow researchers. The valuable experience gained in the specific
generation and implementation of FGM for engine combustion problems served as a solid
foundation to extend the work to LES of spray combustion. To keep focus, in this chapter
LES results are presented exclusively.
Tabulated chemical kinetics are applied to Large-Eddy Simulations (LES) of diesel
spray combustion. To this purpose, Flamelet Generated Manifolds (FGM’s) are constructed
using (igniting) counterflow diffusion flames computed with two different reaction mechanisms. The chemistry is parameterized as a function of the mixture fraction and a reaction
progress variable. LES of an extensive set of igniting n-heptane liquid sprays are performed
and compared with well-documented experiments from the literature (Engine Combustion
Network).
The main spray characteristics, spray penetration depth, ignition delay time, and flame
lift-off length, are compared to measured values. They correspond very well for varying
ambient oxygen content and ambient temperature. Both of the studied reaction mechanisms
give similarly accurate predictions. Only in the low temperature limit they over-predict the
measured ignition delay. The results show that subgrid closure assumptions can have a large
influence on the results, and that the ignition delay trend is captured with only one igniting
laminar flame in the chemistry table.

The content of this chapter has been taken from:
C. Bekdemir, L.M.T. Somers, L.P.H. de Goey, J. Tillou, C. Angelberger, Predicting diesel
combustion characteristics with Large-Eddy Simulations including tabulated chemical kinetics, Proceedings of the Combustion Institute, DOI: 10.1016/j.proci.2012.06.160, 2012.
Minor edits have been made to streamline the layout of the thesis. Also new results have
been added to strengthen the analysis.
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4.1

Introduction

To understand and improve diesel engines, spray combustion studies are performed. Modeling spray combustion is an increasingly important part of that research and is challenging
for many reasons. Important simultaneous or staged processes that are present in a diesel
engine are spray formation, ignition, partially premixed combustion, non-premixed combustion, pollutant formation, and that all subject to changing ambient conditions like pressure
and composition. To gain insight in all the intricate details, such as two-stage ignition and
flame stabilization, as a function of fuel properties, detailed reaction mechanisms in conjunction with spatially well resolved simulations should be used. Since the chemistry of real
diesel fuels is hardly known, so-called reference fuels (PRF) [Andrae et al., 2008, Curran
et al., 1998] and surrogate fuels [Mati et al., 2007] are often introduced. Still, the wellknown mechanisms for surrogate fuels are too large to apply directly in practical threedimensional simulations [Novella et al., 2011]. Therefore, an increasing number of studies
has adopted chemistry tabulation techniques for engine combustion simulations [Bekdemir
et al., 2011, Wenzel et al., 2007, Lehtiniemi et al., 2006, da Cruz, 2004]. On the flow side,
mixture stratification should be resolved with a high resolution to benefit more from the
level of detail with such chemistry modeling approaches. Developments in multiphase flow
modeling with Large-Eddy Simulations (LES) make this possible. LES can provide great
spatial detail and becomes increasingly feasible for engine applications nowadays.
The objective of this study is to explore the feasibility and predictive capability of
Flamelet Generated Manifold (FGM) chemistry in LES of n-heptane fuel spray combustion. The FGM method is a rather new and promising approach to model combustion in
engines and engine related laboratory experiments. In recent years, the FGM approach has
been successfully applied to various combustion systems, including diesel spray flames in a
constant volume chamber and diesel engine combustion [Bekdemir et al., 2010, Egüz et al.,
2012]. To model diesel engine combustion, in particular, pressure variations and ignition
have been taken into account [Bekdemir et al., 2011]. In all these cases, analysis with
Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations have been performed. This study is
the first attempt to apply the FGM method to LES for predicting ignition delay and flame
lift-off in engine spray flames.
One of the main expected advantages of using tabulated chemical kinetics lies in the
possibility of studying effects induced by intermediate species. However, currently this is
limited due to the lack of experimental data of these species in studies on engine(-like)
combustion. The well-documented constant volume, high pressure cell experiments with
n-heptane from the public database of Sandia National Laboratories have been chosen as a
reference for the simulations. This comprehensive set of measurement data is being used
as the standard for n-heptane fuel sprays by many research groups within the Engine Combustion Network (ECN) [ECN, 2012], and is often denoted by the name ‘spray H’. Good
modeling results have been reported in the literature. However, most of these studies make
use of RANS based k-ε models, and are often based on simplified two-dimensional axisymmetric meshes [Novella et al., 2011,Azimov et al., 2010,Lucchini et al., 2009,Karrholm
et al., 2008, Venugopal and Abraham, 2007]. To proceed towards full diesel engine LES,
significant steps in spray flame LES including detailed chemical kinetics are necessary.
Although the focus in this study is on chemistry reduction by tabulation, several modeling uncertainties that are closely related, such as subgrid closure assumptions, are discussed
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too. Subgrid reactive structures are expected in LES since the mesh resolution is generally
not high enough to fully resolve the chemical reaction layers. To close the filtered conservation equations, the filtered chemical source term should be estimated. PDF methods are
compelling for closing chemical source terms elegantly. Transported PDF methods have
been developed for generic cases in which the PDF is unknown on beforehand [Haworth,
2010]. These methods are computationally expensive. A cheaper alternative is the presumed PDF method where the PDF of composition is assumed to have a shape as a function
of moments of resolved independent variables themselves. Here, the Dirac δ function, the
β-PDF, the top-hat filter (denoted with T ), and hybrid top-hat - δ filters (denoted with Tδ )
are evaluated.
In the following, first the numerical code and the chemistry tabulation technique are
introduced. Then, the setup of the nine selected n-heptane cases is presented. Subsequently,
the results for two different reaction mechanisms are discussed by quantitatively comparing
fuel penetration, ignition delay and flame lift-off with measured values. Furthermore, the
effect of filter shapes to model subgrid chemistry is discussed. Then, model sensitivities are
examined and directions for improvement are formulated. Finally, conclusions are drawn
and an outlook is given.

4.2
4.2.1

Modeling approach
Flow solver and two-phase flow method

The LES code used in this study is the fully compressible AVBP solver co-developed by IFP
Energies Nouvelles and CERFACS for structured and unstructured meshes [Moureau et al.,
2005]. The second order centred Lax-Wendroff convective scheme [Lax and Wendroff,
1960] is combined with an explicit time advancement. Unresolved subgrid-scale turbulence
is modeled by a Smagorinsky model [Smagorinsky, 1963] with constant coefficient:
q


e 2 , with S
e = 1 ∇~
2
~ u + (∇~
~ u)T .
(4.1)
µt = ρ̄(Cs ∆) 2S
2

e
Cs is set to 0.18 and compressibility effects are neglected in the expression for S.
The dispersed liquid phase is resolved using the mesoscopic Eulerian formalism described in [Février et al., 2005]. In this approach, the governing equations for the liquid
phase are derived from the statistics of droplets, similar to the derivation of the NavierStokes equations that govern fluid flow from molecular statistics as visualized in Fig. 4.1.
So, the motion of individual or groups of liquid particles is not resolved like in Lagrangian
approaches, instead their statistics is contained in the Eulerian two-phase formulation. An
important concept is the Random Uncorrelated Energy (RUE) [Simonin et al., 2002, Kaufmann et al., 2008], which is closed with a Boussinesq assumption for the Random Uncorrelated Velocity tensor (RUV). The RUV in a computational cell is a measure for dispersion of
the droplet velocities compared to the local average liquid phase velocity. The meaning of
this concept is shown schematically in Fig. 4.2. This description has been specially adapted
for dense regions by taking into account collision effects [Boëlle et al., 1995], thereby modifying the mean free path of the droplets. The complex closures can be found in [Martinez
et al., 2007].
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Figure 4.1: Principle of the statistical approach. Adapted from [Martinez, 2009].

u = mesoscopic velocity

δup = uncorrelated velocity
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Figure 4.2: Relation between the mesoscopic, particle and uncorrelated velocity. Adapted from
[Martinez, 2009].

In the model, the liquid core is replaced by a cone as shown in Fig. 4.4, referred to
as the DIturBC cone [Martinez et al., 2010]. The principle of the DIturBC injector model
is to impose boundary conditions for the two phase flow at a distance downstream of the
injector nozzle, in regions where the liquid has been dispersed by breakup phenomena and
can be addressed by a diluted mesoscopic Eulerian formalism. The region close to the
injector, dominated by high volumetric ratios of liquid fuel and breakup effects, is actually
not included in the simulations. Algebraic relations based on published research are used
instead that allow to bridge that region by imposing physical flow conditions at a distance
approximately 10 nozzle diameters downstream of the injector outflow plane. The sidewalls
of the DIturBC cone are assumed adiabatic, while the thermal conditions imposed on the
DIturBC outflow plane for the liquid and the gas are constant and set equal to their values
at the injector.
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Governing equations

From the conservation equations that describe the fluid dynamics in reacting flows (Eq. (2.1),
(2.2), (2.3), (2.4)) expressions for spatially-filtered quantities can be derived. The filtering
procedure results in a new set of equations that describe the evolution of filtered quantities.
These equations contain unknown terms that are either neglected for their small contribution, or modeled. Comprehensive derivations and discussions on filtering the ‘standard’
conservation equations can be found in LES textbooks such as [Sagaut, 2005, Garnier et al.,
2009, Geurts, 2004]. Reviews on turbulent combustion modeling in particular are found
in [Janicka and Sadiki, 2005, Pitsch, 2006], and more comprehensively in [Veynante and
Vervisch, 2002]. However, in this study the conservation equations are much more complicated because of the Eulerian two-phase model. The gas phase and the liquid phase
are governed by a different set of equations which are coupled via source terms for mass,
momentum and energy exchange between the two phases. An extensive formulation of this
model is provided by Martinez [Martinez, 2009], who also implemented the model in AVBP.
Here, the final equations are briefly discussed by commenting on certain terms.
The first step in filtering the conservation equations is the Reynolds decomposition
of a certain turbulent flow quantity (ϕ) into its arithmetic mean (ϕ̄ (spatial average)) and
fluctuation (ϕ0 ) as ϕ = ϕ̄ + ϕ0 with:

ϕ̄ =

Z

G(x − x0 )ϕ(x0 )dx0 ,

(4.2)

G denoting the filter function. To avoid unknown terms for variable density flows (e.g.
reacting flows) where ρ0 6= 0, the Favre average (mass-weighted average) is introduced
e + ϕ00 . The LES equations for
ϕ
e = ρϕ
ρ̄ , with the corresponding Favre decomposition ϕ = ϕ
the gas phase take the following form:


∂
fg
~ · αg ρg ~u
αg ρg + ∇
∂t


∂
fg + ∇
fg ~u
fg
~ · αg ρg ~u
αg ρg ~u
∂t


∂
fg E
fg + ∇
~ · αg ρg ~u
fg
αg ρg E
∂t

= Γg = −Γl ,

(4.3)


fg − ~uel ,(4.4)
~ +∇
~ · τ̄g − αl ρl ~u
= ~uel Γg − αg ∇p
τp
∂αg
1 e2
=
~ul Γg − p
+ ~uel Fdrag
2
∂t
fg (pδ − τ̄g ) − ∇
~ · ~u
~ · qg + Λg + Φg . (4.5)
−∇

Since the density of the liquid is assumed constant, the Favre average for the liquid
phase is based on the particle number density nl as ϕ
b = nn̄llϕ . Then, the filtered liquid phase
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equations are written as:
∂
~ · nl ~ubl
nl + ∇
∂t
∂
~ · ρl αl ~ubl
ρl αl + ∇
∂t
∂
~ · αl ρl ~ubl ~ubl
αl ρl ~ubl + ∇
∂t
∂
dl + ∇
dl ~ubl
~ · αl ρl δΘ
αl ρl δΘ
∂t
∂
~ · αl ρl hbl ~ubl
αl ρl hbl + ∇
∂t

=

0,

(4.6)

=

Γl ,

(4.7)



cg − ~ubl
~ + αl ρl ~u
= ~ubl Γl − αl ∇p
τp
dl − ∇
~ · αl ρl δR
~ · τ̄l ,
−∇
=

=

dl − αl ρl δR
dl · ∇
dl Γl − 2 αl ρl δΘ
~ ~ubl
δΘ
τp
dl + Πl − ∇
~ · Ql ,
~ · αl ρl δK
+∇
Λl + Φl .

(4.8)

(4.9)
(4.10)

Subscripts g and l denote the gas and liquid phase, respectively. α is the volume fraction,
~u is the (mesoscopic) velocity, Γ is the mass source due to evaporation, τ̄ is the (subgrid)
stress tensor, τp is the particle velocity relaxation time, ~q is the heat flux vector, Λ is the
energy/enthalpy source due to evaporation, Φ is the energy/enthalpy source due to conduction to the other phase, n is the particle number density, R is the RUV, Θ is the RUE, Π and
Q are the subgrid production and dissipation terms of Θ. The model assumes a constant
diameter for all droplets at the DIturBC outflow plane (monodisperse), and collisions only
affect the velocity distribution. Thus, droplet breakup and coalescence effects are neglected.
Hence the zero source term in Eq. (4.6). The change of liquid volume fraction in Eq. (4.7)
is only due to evaporation.

4.2.3

Tabulated chemical kinetics

In this study, the chemistry data that is contained in an FGM table has been generated
with laminar counterflow diffusion flames (CD-flames). CD-flames are commonly used to
study non-premixed combustion. Diffusion type of combustion has been characterized as
an important part of conventional diesel engine combustion [Dec, 1997]. This information
is often used as a starting point for combustion models that rely on flamelet assumptions.
In the FGM database both steady and unsteady CD-flames are used. Steady CD-flames
at a broad range of strain rates (0.1 < a < 500) are included. To include ignition, additionally one igniting (unsteady) CD-flames is solved to cover the ‘cold’ part that is normally
not covered in composition space (see Chapter 2). With this collection of steady flames and
time-sampled solutions of the igniting flame the relevant domain in generalized coordinate
space, which will be defined further on, is parameterized uniquely and continuously. Onedimensional laminar CD-flames are solved in physical space and time with the CHEM1D
code developed at the Eindhoven University of Technology [CHEM1D, 2012], using the
assumption that all Lewis numbers are equal to 1. Preferential diffusion effects are therefore not present. The unsteady CD-flame equations as solved in CHEM1D are formulated
in Section 2.4.1.
All laminar CD-flame simulations have been performed with the Andrae and TRF reaction mechanisms. The Andrae mechanism [Andrae et al., 2008] contains 633 reactions
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among 137 species. The TRF mechanism is based on the n-heptane mechanism of Peters et al. [Peters et al., 2002] as implemented in the Andrae mechanism, but its size is reduced even further by replacing the C1-C3 sub-mechanism by that of GRI3.0 [Smith et al.,
2012] leading to a mechanism with 248 reactions among 48 species.
The chemistry solutions are tabulated as a function of generalized coordinates that represent the local mixture composition and its reaction progress. To this purpose, a coordinate
transformation to mixture fraction Z and reaction progress variable Y is performed. The
mixture fraction definition from [Bilger et al., 1990] is adopted:
Z=

Z −Z
Z −Z
ZC −ZC,2
+ 12 HMHH,2 − OMOO,2
MC
Z
−Z
Z
−Z
Z
−Z
2 C,1MC C,2 + 12 H,1MH H,2 − O,1MO O,2

2

,

(4.11)

where Zi is the element mass fraction and Mi is the molar mass of the elements carbon (C),
hydrogen (H) and oxygen (O). The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the constant mass fraction
in the defined fuel and oxidizer stream, respectively. The definition of a progress variable
should satisfy the requirement for monotonicity and should represent the various stages
during the reaction progress in a balanced way. In this study the progress variable is defined
as a combination of carbon-dioxide (CO2 ), carbon-monoxide (CO) and hydroperoxyl (HO2 )
mass fractions:
X
Y=
Yi ,
(4.12)
i

where Yi is the mass fraction of the aforementioned species i. The choice for a combination
of CO2 , CO and HO2 mass fractions stems from the fact that the ignition process starts with
HO2 , an important species in the low temperature part of the combustion. Soon thereafter,
CO starts to take over and ends up in CO2 .
FGM table resolution is set to Z × Y = 251 × 501 points, with equidistant spacing
in Z-direction and quadratic spacing (refined near 0) in Y-direction, to ensure sufficient
accuracy for ignition delay prediction, which is sensitive to the interpolation quality in the
cold flame regime. Bilinear interpolation is used to retrieve the necessary quantities from
the database.

4.2.4

Turbulence-chemistry interaction

The filtering of chemistry data is applied for every independent variable in the original FGM.
Chemistry tabulation of a canonical configuration such as a laminar counterflow diffusion
flame has been performed as function of mixture fraction Z and a progress variable Y, which
are defined in Eq. (4.11) and (4.12), respectively (also see Section 2.4). This implies that the
joint PDF P of Z and Y should be known. In this case, the PDF describes the probability to
find a certain thermo-chemical state as a function of Z and Y. One way is to solve transport
equations for the probability of possible shapes of the actual PDF, the so-called transported
PDF approach [Haworth, 2010] which is very costly. Therefore, in this study and in many
other studies the PDF shape is assumed to satisfy a distribution described by a function.
With a PDF denoted by Pe, a filtered quantity is defined as:
Z Z
e
f=
f (Z, Y) Pe(Z, Y) dZdY.
(4.13)
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Since the joint PDF Pe(Z, Y) is generally unknown, simplifying assumptions are introduced.
First, the control variables Z and Y are assumed statistically independent. To enforce this
assumption, for each Z the progress variable Y is scaled between 0 and 1 resulting in the
scaled progress variable C which is less correlated with Z [Vervisch et al., 2004]. The new
formulation of a filtered quantity is then described with the product of the marginal PDF’s
for Z and C:
Z 1Z 1
f (Z, C) Pe(Z)Pe(C) dZdC.
(4.14)
fe =
0

0

The β-PDF is the most widely used presumed PDF in numerical combustion. In this study,
the Dirac δ function, the β-PDF, the top-hat filter (denoted with T ), and hybrid T -δ filters
(denoted with Tδ ) are applied to filter in Z-space whereas a Dirac δ function is applied
in C-space. The β-PDF and the top-hat shapes depend on the first two moments of the
independent variable (i.e. the mean and the variance), and the δ function is only determined
by the mean. In Appendix A, the β-PDF, the T filter, and a combination of T with δ are
shortly revisited by showing some examples for relevant values of the mean mixture fraction
g
002 ).
e and the mixture fraction variance (Z
(Z)
Despite the fact that the β-PDF for the mixture fraction is not always able to represent
the correct distributions it is very popular in both gasphase and multiphase combustion
problems. For spray flames where combustion and evaporation occur simultaneously in
space and time, the standard β-PDF fails to give good predictions [Miller and Bellan, 1998,
Demoulin and Borghi, 2000]. A modified β-PDF has been proposed to improve the accuracy
[Demoulin and Borghi, 2000]. Here, however, the engine(-like) conditions (such as spray H
in Table 4.1) typically involve small droplets in a very high temperature environment, where
they fully evaporate before they approach the reaction zone. In other words, the liquid length
is smaller than the flame lift-off length. The evaporation process is therefore not expected
to influence combustion directly. See also the discussion in Section 1.2. Therefore, the
standard β-PDF is retained here.
In tabulated chemistry practice, PDF integration means pre-integration of the dependent variables in the table. Only limited amount of β-shapes can be tabulated for speed
(evaluation is expensive) and memory arguments. If all control variables are assumed to
behave according to a β-distribution, the table dimension increases from Ncv to 2Ncv (from
g
g
002 , Y,
002 )). This leads to a dramatic increase in table size. Of
e Z
e Y
FGM(Z, Y) to FGM(Z,
course it depends on the desired resolution for each dimension. If variances for only one
control variable are added to the table while maintaining the resolution of the mean, Nv
added variance levels increases the table size by a factor Nv . For these reasons, and for
conceptual reasons as discussed in [Floyd et al., 2009] one may want to apply top-hat filtering instead. Because of special properties of this class of (simple) filter, pre-integration
is straightforward and tabulation is very efficient, essentially increasing the table size with
only a factor 2Ncv . The advantages of top-hat filtering above β-PDF integration become
particularly important when more chemistry aspects need to be included in the FGM for an
improved description of the combustion. Important examples for engine combustion are a
high table resolution for correct ignition predictions and the inclusion of additional control
variables such as enthalpy and/or a second reaction progress variable. Top-hat filtering in
this manner is only applied to statistically steady systems before [Olbricht et al., 2012,Floyd
et al., 2009]. Here, the use for the intrinsically transient process of ignition is examined.
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In the remainder of this chapter, an FGM table which is filtered with function f in Zdirection and function g in Y-direction is denoted with FGM-f g. As such, four types have
been introduced, namely FGM-δδ, FGM-βδ, FGM-T δ, and FGM-Tδ δ.

4.2.5

CFD-FGM interaction

g
002 and
e Y,
e and Z
To connect the flow with the FGM (see Chapter 2), the three scalars Z,
a selection of species are transported in the LES code. With the assumption of a δ shape
g
002 is neglected. Evaporation of liquid fuel into the gas phase
for the Y filter, effect of Y
introduces a source term in the equation of the mean and the variance of the mixture fraction. The coupling of the compressible solver with FGM is based on the reaction rate of the
progress variable ω̇Y and species mass fractions which are tabulated. The reaction rates of
the species are constructed from the tabulated mass fractions as explained in [Michel et al.,
2010]. This is to ensure that the evolution of species follow the tabulated ones and therefore also to ensure that temperature is correctly computed via energy conservation. Note
that there are no tunable parameters such as fitting coefficients in the combustion tabulation method. Filtering the mixture fraction equation Eq. (2.26) and the progress variable
equation Eq. (2.27) in the same way as for the conservation equations in Section 4.2.2, and
making similar assumptions about the unclosed terms (gradient assumption, unity Lewis
e and Ye transport equations become:
numbers), the Z
∂ e
eZ)
~ · (ρ̄~u
e −∇
~ · (ρ̄(D + Dt )∇
~ Z)
e = ω̇Z ,
(ρ̄Z) + ∇
∂t
∂ e
˜Y)
~ · (ρ̄~u
e −∇
~ · (ρ̄(D + Dt )∇
~ Y)
e = ω̇Y ,
(ρ̄Y) + ∇
∂t

(4.15)

(4.16)

where D and Dt are the laminar and turbulent diffusion coefficients, respectively. ω̇Z is the
source from fuel evaporation as defined in Eq. (2.26). In the Ye equation, ω̇Y is the average
chemical source term of Ye which is tabulated in the FGM.
g
002 is obtained by multiplying the conserMathematically, the transport equation for Z
00
vation equation of Z (Eq. (2.26)) with Z , and then averaging it. After algebraic manipulations, the transport equation reads:
∂ g
g
g
002 ) − ∇
002 ) =
˜Z
~ · (ρ̄~u
~ · (ρ̄(D + Dt )∇
~Z
(ρ̄Z 002 ) + ∇
∂t
!
g
002
Dt Z
2
~
e
2ρ̄ (D + Dt )[∇Z] − 2ρ̄Cd
+ Z 00 ω̇Z ,
∆2

(4.17)

where Z 00 ω̇Z represents the subgrid source from liquid evaporation. A closure for this term
has been proposed and tested for a dilute sprays with large evaporation timescales compared
to flow timescales in [Pera et al., 2006]. However, for sprays in diesel engines, the evaporation timescale is smaller than the ignition timescale (which is the relevant timescale here),
i.e. the evaporation zone is totally or to a large extent separated from the reaction zone.
See also the discussion in Section 1.2. Also according to engine combustion simulations
by [Gill et al., 1996] the contribution of this term is small compared to the production and
dissipation terms. Therefore, the influence of droplet evaporation on the mixture fraction
variance is omitted.
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The interaction between the CFD code and the pre-processed FGM is summarized in
Fig. 4.3. Each time the averages and the variances of the mixture fraction and the progress
variable are computed, they are used to interpolate in the FGM databases to retrieve the
desired quantities.

pre-processing

online

counterflow
diffusion flame

LES

coordinate
transformation
x, t → Z , Y

Eulerian
spray model

ωɺ Z

FGM
f (Z , Y )

FGM filtering

FGM
²
²
°, Z
°, Y
f (Z
"2 , Y
"2 )

transport equations
²
²
°, Z
°, Y
for: Z
"2 , Y
"2
²
°, Z
Z
"2 ,
²
°, Y
Y
"2

solver
²
²
°, Z
°, Y
f (Z
"2 , Y
"2 )

Figure 4.3: Schematic representation of numerical model separated in a pre-processing and an online
calculation part.

4.2.6

Numerical setup

All Large-Eddy Simulations have been run on the same computational mesh which represents a closed combustion vessel. The computational domain is cubic and consists of a
tetrahedral mesh with local refinement. A cross-section view of fuel mass fraction distribution along the spray axis is shown in Fig. 4.4. At the left side of the refined area (near
the nozzle exit) the mesh size is 80 µm and towards the right side it gradually increases to
800 µm, yielding approximately 0.7 million nodes and 4.3 million cells. Ten cells on the
DIturBC outflow plane are necessary to reproduce the Gaussian inlet profiles accurately.
Further increased resolution marginally affects global cold spray features as penetration
lengths or flow structures downstream. All boundaries, except for the injection plane, are
adiabatic walls.
This mesh has been chosen on the basis of spray formation results which are presented
in the next section and after an LES quality assessment. Pope proposed that in proper
LES 80% of the kinetic energy contained in the flow should be resolved [Pope, 2004]. To
estimate this for the cases at hand, the quality criterion Q is computed for the non-reacting
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DIturBC cone
2 mm

gas phase penetration

112 x 112 x 112 mm3
112 mm

Figure 4.4: Cross-section of computational domain. Tetrahedral mesh is refined at spray area. Spray
enters from the left and colors indicate fuel mass fraction (non-reacting case) at a certain time instance.

case:
Q(~x, t) =

ksgs
,
ksgs + kres

(4.18)

where the subscripts sgs and res indicate the subgrid-scale and resolved turbulent kinetic
energy, respectively. A value of Q = 0.2 corresponds to the 80% criterion. In this expression, the total turbulent kinetic energy is defined as ksgs + kres . However, ksgs is unknown
2

µt
, with c = 0.1,
by definition. Here, it is approximated by Lilly’s closure: ksgs = ρc∆
√
µt the turbulent dynamic viscosity, ρ the density and ∆ the local filter size ( 3 Vcell ). The
1
resolved part is determined as: kres = 2 h(~u − h~ui) · (~u − h~ui)i, where the h.i denote the
ensemble average of 15 LES realizations. From the Q(~x, t)-fields it is concluded that in the
vicinity of the orifice (0-10 mm) Q-values reach up to 0.8. However, further downstream
(10 mm →) and after the end of injection Q takes values that are around 0.2 and below. This
indicates that in the high velocity region, despite the refined mesh, a small part of the total
turbulent kinetic energy is resolved. Whereas overall, the turbulent kinetic energy is sufficiently resolved. More details about the LES quality assessment of this case configuration
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will be published soon by Tillou and coworkers.

4.3

Results with FGM-δδ

First, the δ distribution function is assumed for both Z and Y. A tabulated igniting flame
with a = 500 s−1 as depicted in Fig. 2.4b, has a steady flame thickness of about 0.2 mm,
which is thicker during ignition. Depending on the local straining in the LES in combination
with a minimum cell size of 0.08 mm, the major flame structure and dynamics might be
captured sufficiently. So, as a first approximation, a set of simulations with FGM-δδ have
been performed and analyzed. Based on observations in this analysis, different closures are
proposed which are discussed in the next section.
Nine cases have been selected for validation. These cases and their common conditions
are listed in Table 4.1. More details can be found on the ECN website [ECN, 2012]. The
rationale of this case selection is as follows. The 0% oxygen case serves as a validation
of the spray model. Global characteristics like the liquid and gaseous fuel penetration are
compared with experiments. All other cases contain oxygen in the ambient gas and ignite.
The selection is made such that a sweep in both oxygen content as well as in ambient
temperature can be investigated. In CD-flame simulations for generating the FGM’s, the
oxidizer side is set to the conditions of Table 4.1, the fuel side is set to pure fuel, and the
pressure is kept constant, equal to the ambient pressure.
Table 4.1: Spray H conditions [ECN, 2012]. Non-reacting: case 1, sweep in ambient O2 : case 2-4
and 8, sweep in ambient T : case 5-9.

case
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

O2 [vol%]
0
10
12
15
21
21
21
21
21

Tamb [K]
1000
1000
1000
1000
800
850
900
1000
1100

commons

fuel = n-heptane
dnozzle = 100 µm
pinj = 150 MPa
ρ = 14.8 kg/m3
Tf uel = 373 K

Typical reacting spray experiments comprise studies of ignition delay and flame liftoff. Ignition delay in conventional diesel combustion is an important parameter. And even
more, since developments in compression ignition engine technology move towards chemistry controlled combustion (PCCI, PPC), the accurate prediction of ignition delay in spray
combustion simulations becomes critically important. Another important flame characteristic is the lift-off length. Flame lift-off is defined as the quasi-steady distance of the flame
from the nozzle. The settlement of the flame is due to a delicate balance between chemistry
and mixing processes and is known to have great impact on pollutant formation [Pickett and
Siebers, 2004, Pickett and Siebers, 2006]. Therefore, the correct prediction of flame lift-off
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is a critical parameter for any combustion model and reaction mechanism. These two characteristics are also important from a numerical point of view because they are governed by
the combined action of mixing and chemistry, which makes them challenging to reproduce.
An in-depth analysis of the rich data generated by LES would allow gaining important
insights into the complex combustion phenomena and their interplay in diesel spray combustion. However, the present study is restricted to provide a validation of the FGM-LES
approach, mainly focussing on flame ignition and flame stabilization.

4.3.1

Spray formation

A total of 10 simulations of the non-reacting case 1 have been run. The individual realizations are obtained by superimposing randomly selected perturbations to the inflow velocity
while preserving the mass flow rate. Simulated penetration lengths are computed using the
methods defined in the Engine Combustion Network (ECN), being a volume fraction threshold of α = 0.0015 for the liquid phase and a mixture fraction threshold of Z = 0.001
for the gas phase. The minimum, maximum and average fuel penetration of the 10 LES
realizations are depicted with error-bars in Fig. 4.5 together with measured values. The
error-bars of liquid penetration are smaller than the symbol size, however, the liquid penetration is sensitive to its definition. Therefore, a constant threshold value should be used
with care. Also, it should be noted that the error-bars of the measured curves are not given.
The overall performance of the spray model in conjunction with the mesh is sufficiently
good, especially the gas phase penetration up to 1.5 ms (60 mm). Ignition delay and flame
lift-off stay within these limits in all simulated cases.

fuel spray penetration [mm]

100
80

measured, gas phase
measured, liquid phase
simulated, gas phase
simulated, liquid phase

60
40
20
0
0

0.5

1

1.5
time [ms]

2

2.5

3

Figure 4.5: Spray penetration (gas and liquid phase): measured and simulated. Error-bars indicate
the minimum, maximum and average of 10 LES realizations.
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4.3.2

Ignition delay time

When reading this section, it is important to keep in mind that all results are based on a
single LES of each case. Therefore, currently it is not possible to indicate a confidence
interval such as given in Fig. 4.5.
Here, the ignition delay times for all simulated cases are presented for both reaction
mechanisms. These are compared with experimental ignition delay data that are based on
pressure rise measurements. However, the size of the LES domain is different from the
experimental setup, so a comparison based on pressure rise is not possible. Therefore,
in this study, ignition delay in simulations is defined at the point in time when the maximum temperature in the domain reaches half of the total temperature rise in the domain:
max
. Similar definitions based on temperature are commonly used in the
Tign = Tamb +T
2
literature and give consistent results [Novella et al., 2011, Azimov et al., 2010, Karrholm
et al., 2008].
All ignition delay results are compared with experiments in Fig. 4.6. Each symbol
represents a comparison of an experiment with an LES (filled symbol) simulation, with the
TRF (circle) or Andrae (square) mechanism. The LES ignition delays compare very well
with measured values for all cases. The correct trend for both the sweep in ambient oxygen
content (4.6a) and ambient temperature (4.6b) are retained, and also quantitatively predicted
well. Only the 800 K case shows a significant deviation as can be expected from the mechanisms, which are less accurate in the low temperature regime as also reported in [Andrae
et al., 2008]. The ignition delay of the igniting CD-flames that are used to build the FGM
tables are included in Fig. 4.6c for reference (empty symbol). An important observation
from this figure is that spray ignition is determined by the simultaneous presence of mixing
and chemistry.

4.3.3

Flame lift-off length

In this section, flame lift-off results are presented together with a discussion on criteria to
determine this quantity from simulation data. Here, all cases that reach a quasi-steady flame
lift-off are treated.
The experimental lift-off of spray H cases is based on time-averaged, line-of-sight images of OH*, where lift-off is defined at the point where OH* signal reaches half the maximum value in the averaged field. In numerical studies, a definition based on OH instead
of OH* is commonly used as OH* is most often absent in reaction mechanisms. Because
of this reason the modeling group in ECN proposed to take a constant OH mass fraction
threshold (YOH = 2.5 × 10−4 ) as a measure for flame lift-off. While this definition
works fine for a part of the cases, for others, especially the low oxygen cases, it fails due to
relatively low OH concentrations (threshold is not reached) and/or somewhat flat OH distribution (sensitive to constant threshold value). This is also reported by other members of the
ECN workgroup and will be discussed in the 2012 workgroup meeting. In this study, liftoff is defined at the location where the temperature has reached half of the total temperature
max
rise in the domain: Tlif t = Tamb +T
, similar to the above introduced ignition delay
2
definition. This definition takes into account the differences between the cases with respect
to ambient temperature and oxygen content (reflected in the maximum temperature that is
reached) to cover the wide range of conditions at hand. To mimic the experimental proce-
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(c) All cases gathered: LES versus measured and CD-flame.

Figure 4.6: Ignition delay: LES versus measured for the 2 mechanisms.
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dure, the criterion is applied to a time-averaged field. The averaging is conducted starting
from the period when a flame has established. Then, the time-averaged solution is also averaged spatially in tangential direction to obtain smooth 2D axi-symmetric solutions. The
difference between the OH and temperature based definitions is elucidated in Fig. 4.7 for
the 12% and 15% oxygen cases (1000 K) simulated with the TRF mechanism. These examples show that the temperature based definition resembles the OH based definition closely.
Furthermore, a flame lift-off can still be defined when the OH criterion fails because the
threshold value is not reached (e.g. 12% oxygen case).

solid line: measured lift-off
12%, 1000 K

dashed line: simulated lift-off

Y
(0, 2.29e-4) [-]
OH
T (620, 1825) [K]

15%, 1000 K

Y

OH

(0, 3.96e-4) [-]

T (620, 2114) [K]

0...........10...........20............30...........40............50............60...........70
axial distance [mm]
Figure 4.7: Averaged fields for lift-off definition, 2 example cases (12% and 15% oxygen with TRF).
Solid line: measured lift-off. Dashed line: either OH mass fraction or temperature based lift-off.

Flame lift-off lengths are compared with experiments in Fig. 4.8. Each symbol represents a single LES with the TRF (circle) or Andrae (square) mechanism. Overall, the
predicted lift-off lengths correspond well with measured values. Sprays simulated with the
Andrae mechanism retain the correct trend in terms of both the ambient oxygen content
(4.8a) and ambient temperature (4.8a) variation. This also holds for the cases simulated
with the TRF mechanism except for the low ambient temperature limit. However, for specific cases no quasi-steady lift-off is established. This observation is discussed in the next
section.
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Figure 4.8: Lift-off length: simulated versus measured for the 2 mechanisms.
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4.4

Results with FGM-βδ, FGM-T δ, and FGM-Tδ δ

Up to this point, results are presented from simulations using the Dirac δ function, i.e. subgrid fluctuations of composition are assumed negligible. However, the flame stabilization
problems encountered for certain cases with FGM-δδ in the previous section, give cause for
looking into alternative subgrid chemistry closures. Strengthened by the observation that in
some regions in the computational domain, the mixture fraction variances are significantly
higher than zero. Three filter shapes in mixture fraction space are applied to compare with
the δ filter, namely the β-PDF, the top-hat (T ) filter, and a combination of the top-hat with δ
(Tδ ). Because the shapes of the β and T filters are totally different, it is not straightforward
to know which one is better suited a-priori. These shapes are introduced in Section 4.2.4
and briefly revisited in Appendix A.
Spray H at 21 vol.% O2 and 900 K (case 7 in Table 4.1) and the Andrae mechanism
have been selected to study the performance of the different filters. The main interest goes
to the ignition and flame stabilization behavior. The effect on the ignition delay and the
flame lift-off length is examined. The chosen case is one of the cases that does not result in
a stabilized flame after ignition. By relaxing the zero subgrid fluctuation assumption from
the previous section, it is expected that the flame will settle at a quasi-steady lift-off position.
Finally, the simulation results using a FGM-βδ for the cases 3, 7, 8 and 9 are presented.

4.4.1

Filtered chemical sources at ignition

g
002 and Y
e Z
e values. These are used to retrieve the
Each cell in the LES domain has its own Z,
chemical source term of the progress variable ω̇Y from FGM-δδ, FGM-βδ, and FGM-T δ to
quantify the effect of FGM filtering. This has been done for the solution at 0.75 ms, which is
at the early stage of ignition, so the source terms are still low. Figure 4.9a shows interpolated
ω̇Y values from FGM-δδ (blue), FGM-βδ (black), and FGM-T δ (red). Figure 4.9b is the
same as 4.9a, with the difference that FGM-Tδ δ (red) is compared with FGM-δδ (blue) and
FGM-βδ (black). Each dot represents a single computational cell satisfying ω̇Y > 1 for
convenience of post-processing. Note that the mixture fraction on the x-axis goes up to 0.2.
The FGM-βδ and FGM-T δ source terms are up to 30% and 50% lower compared to FGMδδ, respectively, whereas FGM-Tδ δ predicts almost 90% lower values. The FGM-βδ and
FGM-T δ simulations ignite later and the FGM-Tδ δ simulation does not ignite at all (within
the simulation time of interest: 3 - 4 ms).
These differences between the laminar and filtered source terms, especially the huge
difference in case of FGM-Tδ δ, is best understood with the examples in Fig. 4.10. The blue
line is the source of the progress variable ω̇Y from the FGM-δδ at 20% of the maximum
progress variable. Its shape, with a relatively narrow peak around stoichiometric conditions
indicated with the dotted black line, is typical for the studied cases. The value of ω̇Y at
the stoichiometric condition is marked with the blue star. The β and top-hat filtered source
terms (square black symbol and circular red symbol, respectively) at that point are obtained
by the integration of the solid blue line with the β function (dashed black line) and the
g
002 = 0.006.
top-hat function (dash-dotted red line) which correspond to Ze = Zstoich and Z
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Figure 4.10: Example of β-PDF and top-hat filtered ω̇Y for Z

4.4.2

Filtered chemical sources at stabilization

Here, the filtered chemical source terms are compared with the laminar one for the steady
combustion phase. The solution at 3.5 ms, which is far beyond ignition (ignition delay
≈ 0.8 ms), is shown in Fig. 4.11. Like in Fig. 4.9, the interpolated ω̇Y values from FGM-δδ
(blue), FGM-βδ (black), and FGM-T δ (red) are depicted. Again, the filtered source terms
are significantly lower than the laminar one in a similar way as during ignition. Additionally,
e
the distribution in Z-space
is different. Especially the β filtered source terms are distributed
over a much broader domain towards the fuel-lean direction.
To conclude, filtered source terms are lower than the unfiltered ones, which lead to
longer ignition delays than the laminar source terms. Especially, hybrid T − δ filtering for
the studied case does not perform satisfactory. In these cases, ignition occurs in a narrow
g
002 it results in
e
Z-band,
along with wide filter shapes corresponding to the transported Z
strongly diminished source terms. Therefore, only the β-PDF LES of the cases 3, 7, 8 and
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Figure 4.11: ω̇Y as a function of Z
Left (a): FGM-T δ (red), right (b): FGM-Tδ δ (red).

9 are presented in the next section.

4.4.3

FGM-βδ-LES

As mentioned before, certain simulations do not result in a stabilized flame after ignition,
the flame tends to travel towards the nozzle. Their lift-off length gradually decreases in
time until the flame reaches the nozzle. These particular cases share the commonality of
g
002 ) regions. To illustrate this,
flame development along high mixture fraction variance (Z
cross-sections along the spray axis of the transported variance of mixture fraction and the
source of the progress variable are shown in Fig. 4.13. The white iso-contour lines represent stoichiometric conditions. These results are from LES with the Andrae mechanism.
Instantaneous fields at 3 ms of a case (21% oxygen at 800 K) that stabilizes at a quasi-steady
lift-off distance is depicted at the top of the figure (I). Reactions clearly take place in regions
where variances of mixture fraction are low (≈ 0.006) and uniformly distributed. Whereas
a more reactive case, like 21% oxygen at 900 K (II), shows flame development along the
fuel-rich lines where high variances of mixture fraction exist (≈ 0.02). This process is highlighted in the same figure, with arrows indicating to which direction the flame is moving in
time.
To test whether the inclusion of a subgrid chemistry closure based on mixture fraction
variance will help to stabilize the flame, β-PDF integrated FGM tables have been generated.
g
002 levels in the region that is relevant for the simulated cases (0 5
These tables have 5 Z
g
g
002 5 0.025), resulting in tables with resolution: Z
002 = 251 × 501 × 5. For now,
e × Ye × Z
Z
for demonstrative purposes, four cases are simulated with PDF integrated tables (cases 3, 7,
8 and 9). Although the ignition delay is affected, the lift-off length is affected consistently.
For these cases the lift-off length scales linearly with ignition delay. This is independent
from the cause of change in ignition delay, either by a change in ambient temperature or
ambient oxygen content. The relation is seen in Fig. 4.12, which contains all simulated
cases (FGM-δδ) and all documented spray H cases (including the cases which were not
simulated in this study). FGM-βδ results are indicated with cross symbols.
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More important, taking subgrid variances into account appropriately suppresses chemical sources, and thereby the flame development towards the nozzle, as seen at the bottom
of Fig. 4.13 for the 900 K case. The sensitivity of the results for assumptions in determining
g
002 are yet to be investigated. These observations from β-PDF integrated FGM simulations
Z
will definitely serve as an input for ongoing research to thoroughly investigate the influence
of filtering approaches for subgrid chemistry closure.
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Figure 4.12: Lift-off length as a function of ignition delay of all simulated cases and all measured
spray H cases (including the cases which were not simulated in this study).

4.5

Discussion

Very good agreement has been obtained with the presented FGM-LES approach. Major
trends have been captured with respect to ignition delay and flame lift-off. The success
of the FGM tabulation with igniting counterflow diffusion flames may be attributed to the
particular stabilization mechanism for high ambient temperature conditions as discussed in
recent literature [Oldenhof et al., 2010, Pauls et al., 2007, Pickett et al., 2005]. For these
conditions (800 K and higher) ignition is found to be a dominating stabilization factor.
Moreover, the lift-off length scales linearly with ignition delay, independent from the cause
of change in ignition delay, either by a change in ambient temperature or ambient oxygen
content (Fig. 4.12). A different tabulation strategy, for instance with (partially-)premixed
flames, may be needed for spray flames that show flame propagation dominated stabilization.
The approach needs more attention in future work on specific aspects. One of them is
the strain rate dependence of ignition which is elucidated in Section 4.5.1. Another point
of interest is the subgrid modeling of chemistry. The estimation of the mixture fraction
variance, which is an input to these models, is discussed in Section 4.5.2.
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Figure 4.13: I and II: Instantaneous cross-section contours of mixture fraction variance and source of
progress variable for 2 cases with the Andrae mechanism at 3 ms. II β-PDF: result of case II with a
β-PDF integrated FGM. White iso-contour lines represent stoichiometric conditions. Highlight shows
flame edge traveling towards nozzle.

4.5.1

Ignition and strain rate

Laminar diffusion flames depend on strain rate [Mastorakos, 2009]. Therefore, a wide span
of steady flame solutions with varying strain rate is included in the FGM. Also, the ignition delay of the igniting flame is sensitive to the applied strain rate, especially close to
the strain induced ignition limit. In this study, the unsteady part of the FGM is filled with
chemical sources from a single igniting counterflow diffusion flame which is computed at
a strain rate of a = 500 s−1 . One might argue that this is a crude approximation. However, simulations with different strain rates have shown that only minor differences occur in
composition space. Although ignition delay is dependent on strain rate, the species move
along a common manifold in composition space, the basis for FGM, that is similar for
all strain rates. This is corroborated by FGM-DNS in Chapter 3. The functional dependence of ignition delay on strain rate is recovered with a table based on a single igniting
CD-flame. In an LES, the tabulated chemical source terms together with local mixing conditions in the LES domain will result in an ignition delay that is specific for the local conditions in question. To illustrate this further, LES with different FGM tables are performed.
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Three FGM-δδ tables constructed with igniting diffusion flames with applied strain rates of
a = 100, 500, and 2500 s−1 ) have been run for 2 cases (21% and 15% ambient oxygen at
1000 K ambient temperature) with the Andrae mechanism. The LES ignition delay results
(filled symbols) are shown in Fig. 4.14. For reference, the CD-flame ignition delays are also
included (empty symbols). The figure clearly visualizes the increase of CD-flame ignition
delay with increased strain rate. The CD-flame ignition delay at a strain rate of 2500 s−1
is approximately twice the ignition delay found at 100 s−1 . Still, the corresponding FGM
chemistry LES show similar ignition delay figures, confirming the hypothesis that the tabulation of 1 igniting diffusion flame to fill the unsteady part of the FGM is sufficient and
adequate to predict ignition correctly. To bridge the small gap that still exists, one may consider introducing an extra control variable (third table dimension) next to mixture fraction
and progress variable.
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Figure 4.14: FGM-δδ-LES and CD-flame ignition delays at different strain rates using Andrae mechanism for 15% and 21% oxygen cases at 1000 K.

4.5.2

Determination of moments

The statistical closure approaches under consideration make use of the first and second mog
002 ). These moments should be estimated correctly
ments of the mixture fraction (Ze and Z
to evaluate subgrid chemistry well. For Ze a transport equation is obtained by filtering the
conservation equation for Z (Eq. (2.26)), as given in Eq. (4.15). Although a transport equag
002 is derived as well (Eq. (4.17)), it is often modeled with simplified
tion for the variance Z
expressions since in LES it is expected that subgrid scales contain only a minor part of the
total turbulent kinetic energy. Algebraic models have been suggested based on scale similarity [Cook and Riley, 1994] and local equilibrium [Pierce and Moin, 1998] assumptions.
Here, the transported variance (Eq. (4.17)) and the local equilibrium model are compared
for spray H.
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The local equilibrium model [Pierce and Moin, 1998] is deduced from the transport
equation Eq. (4.17) by assuming the production and dissipation terms in balance:
g
002 = C∆2 (∇
~ Z)
e 2,
Z

(4.19)

where the filter size ∆ and the gradients of Ze are used. The model constant C has been
calibrated for specific cases, ranging from 0.1 [Branley&Jones] to 1.0 [Vreman et al., 2008].
g
002 , this constant is fixed to 1.0 to get comparable
In the comparison with the transported Z
maximum variance values for both models.
The approximated variances using the transported and algebraic models are depicted
in Fig. 4.15. The cross-section of the spray (21 vol.% O2 and 900 K) shows clear qualitative
differences. Maximum values are comparable, but the contours are very different. These
differences have a rather large effect on ignition delay. Ignition occurs further downstream
than the eventual flame stabilization point. In that region, the transported model predicts
variances in the order of 10−2 whereas the algebraic model shows almost zero variances
because of low mixture fraction gradients. Consequently, compared to FGM-δδ, the igg
002 is longer, and nearly
nition delay using FGM-βδ in conjunction with the transported Z
g
002 . Obviously, in
unchanged using FGM-βδ in conjunction with the algebraic model for Z
the ignition zone, the latter reduces to an FGM-δδ. Furthermore, the simulation with the
algebraic model shows high fluctuations in time, especially during and after ignition, since
the variance is fully driven by the local mixture fraction gradient. Investigations are necessary to identify the cause of the differences and to decide which model represents subgrid
contributions the best.

4.6

Conclusions

The performance of Large-Eddy Simulations including tabulated chemical kinetics to predict spray flame characteristics was presented. To this purpose, the Flamelet Generated
Manifold approach using igniting counterflow diffusion flames has been applied in LES of
igniting n-heptane liquid sprays under diesel engine like conditions.
Main characteristics, spray penetration depth, ignition delay time, and flame lift-off
length, are predicted very well, for a variation in ambient oxygen content and temperature
using the δ approximation for subgrid chemistry. The studied reaction mechanisms perform
similarly well, except for the flame lift-off in the 800 K case, where the Andrae mechanism
outperforms the TRF mechanism. Both mechanisms over-predict the measured ignition
delay for this case.
The choice for subgrid chemistry closure for the used mesh seems to be important for
the high reactive cases, especially for the stabilization. Therefore, the Dirac δ function,
β-PDF, top-hat filter, and hybrid top-hat - δ filters have been compared a-priori. The β and
top-hat shapes are substantially different, leading to large differences in chemical source
term predictions. Filtering the chemical source term, which is narrow in Z-space, with a
top-hat filter reduces its value up to 50%. And with the hybrid method, the δ contribution
at Z = 0 lowers the source so much that the spray does not ignite. LES with β-PDF have
been run on four cases. Although the ignition is retarded, it stabilizes the flames that did not
with the δ filter.
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Figure 4.15: Comparison between transported and algebraic Z
fraction variance of the spray H case (21 vol.% O2 and 900 K).

The sensitivity of LES ignition delays to the applied strain rate of the tabulated igniting
flame is low, yet not negligible. Nevertheless, it is shown that the trend is captured with
g
002 , which is used to define
only one igniting laminar flame. The mixture fraction variance Z
filter shapes, obtained from a transport equation and from an algebraic expression are quite
different. These sensitivities should be subject for following studies.
Overall, this study shows that LES of diesel spray combustion is feasible and predictive
thanks to tabulated chemical kinetics of igniting laminar diffusion flames (FGM), and offers
the opportunity to proceed towards LES of full diesel engine combustion.
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Chapter

FGM-RANS of a diesel
engine cycle

5

In Chapter 4 it was concluded that the next step of application of the successful FGM method
would be to simulate a full engine cycle. To do such simulations, more development of the
method is required. At this point however, it is already possible to investigate the method’s
performance in a single moving piston simulation. This chapter presents the first steps
towards the simulation of a real diesel engine with FGM.
Flamelet Generated Manifolds (FGM’s) are constructed and applied to simulations of
a conventional compression ignition engine cycle. To study the influence of pressure and
temperature variations on the ignition process after the compression stroke, multiple FGM’s
with different pressure levels are created. These pressure levels, and the corresponding
average temperatures are obtained from experimental curves. Auto-ignition is taken into
account by tabulating igniting laminar diffusion flames, with n-heptane as a surrogate for
diesel. The chemistry is parameterized as a function of the mixture fraction and a reaction
progress variable, and pressure variations are accounted for by using the pressure as an extra
degree of freedom.
General steady combustion phase characteristics are compared to experimental observations. They show a correct phenomenological spray flame picture with a flame lift-off,
fuel rich inner region and a diffusion flame at the periphery. The resolution effect of pressure discretization in the database to ignition prediction is studied by performing simulations with 1, 3, 5 and 7 pressure levels in the FGM. The results show that not more than 5
pressure levels are needed to represent the chemistry evolution during an engine cycle. All
tested reaction mechanisms for n-heptane give a short burn duration, especially the reduced
ones. As a result, at the moment of ignition the pressure rise rate is over-predicted.

The content of this chapter has been taken from:
C. Bekdemir, L.M.T. Somers, L.P.H. de Goey, Modeling Diesel engine combustion using
pressure dependent Flamelet Generated Manifolds, Proceedings of the Combustion Institute, 33 (2011) 2887-2894.
Minor edits have been made to streamline the layout of the thesis.
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5.1

Introduction

The simultaneous interaction between multiphase flow, turbulence and chemical kinetics of
higher hydrocarbons in combination with a complex geometry makes engine combustion
modeling extremely challenging. Important characteristics in the diesel engine application
are the spray formation and mixing processes, the auto-ignition and reaction progress, the
changing pressure (and temperature), and the changing composition of the fuel and oxidizer streams. In case of automotive surrogate fuels, the used reaction mechanisms may
include thousands of reactions among hundreds of species. For that reason Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) are prohibitive from computational expenses point of view. Hence
the necessity to develop modeling approaches that reduce the computational effort needed
to solve the chemistry, while preserving the details of the chemical kinetics in order to
predict transient behavior. Additional preferable properties may include the development
of a generic approach having a sound foundation and a straightforward implementation.
A broad range of methods to model diesel engine combustion is reported in the literature
such as the representative interactive flamelet (RIF) [Pitsch et al., 1996, Gopalakrishnan
and Abraham, 2003], progress variable [Lehtiniemi et al., 2005, Wenzel et al., 2007], transported PDF [Kung and Haworth, 2008], extended coherent flame [Colin and Benkenida,
2004], and conditional moment closure (CMC) [Wright et al., 2009] models, which to some
extent meet the above mentioned demands.
The objective of this study is to present and discuss the application of the Flamelet
Generated Manifold (FGM) approach to model a heavy duty engine cycle in Star-CD [sta,
2008]. The FGM method is a rather new and promising approach to model combustion by
tabulating detailed chemistry information [van Oijen and de Goey, 2000]. It combines advantages of the laminar flamelet concept [Peters, 1984] and the Intrinsic Low Dimensional
Manifold (ILDM) approach [Maas and Pope, 1992]. In recent years, the FGM approach
is successfully applied to systems varying from premixed [van Oijen and de Goey, 2002],
partially premixed [van Oijen and de Goey, 2004, Bongers, 2005] to non-premixed [Vreman et al., 2008] combustion. Also extensions to incorporate unsteady effects [Delhaye
et al., 2009] and Lewis number effects [Vreman et al., 2009] are proven to be effective.
In all these cases, chemistry parametrization is tuned to the intended application. Pressure
variations and auto-ignition have not yet been taken into account since earlier applications
were restricted to constant pressure systems without ignition phenomena. With this study
the first steps in extending the field of application to diesel engine combustion is made. To
capture auto-ignition and pressure variations, the FGM database is created using igniting
flame solutions and an extra controlling variable (pressure) is introduced next to the mixture
fraction and reaction progress variable. Moving piston simulations of a cylindrical section
of DAF’s existing bowl geometry (see Fig. 5.1) are performed, making use of a Lagrangian
spray model and n-heptane as a surrogate for diesel.
In the following, first a general description of the numerical model is given, distinguishing a pre-processing and an online process. Then, in the subsequent sections, the two
processes are explained in more detail. After that, the results are discussed by qualitatively
comparing scalar fields to an empirical diesel combustion model, and by studying the effect of pressure dependent FGM’s in terms of auto-ignition delays and pressure rise rates.
Finally, conclusions are drawn and an outlook is given.
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Figure 5.1: Sector mesh of the DAF MX in-cylinder volume depicted at bottom dead center position.
Injection direction in the mesh indicated with the arrow.

5.2

Numerical model: general description

The presented FGM approach is based on the widely used and accepted flamelet concept [Peters, 1984]. Only the data retrieval and lookup procedure is different from this ‘classical’ approach, and the application to diffusion flames has been published before [Vreman
et al., 2008, Delhaye et al., 2009]. The coupling with local flow conditions is more straightforward (through mixture fraction and progress variable) and there is no need for a turbulent
g
002 ). The numerical model can be viewed as consisting
scalar dissipation model (e
χ = cχ kε Z
of two separate parts. One being a chemistry pre-processing part and the other an online
calculation procedure where the pre-processed chemistry is used in the form of a lookup
database. This explicit separation of the chemistry computation from the 3D flow field
computation is the reason for the gain in computational efficiency. Both stages are depicted
schematically in Fig. 5.2. Star-CD is used as the CFD framework to perform turbulent 3D
simulations using the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) based k-ε model. The
FGM method is implemented with user defined routines. Details of the modeling approach
and the implementation are presented in the next two sections.

5.3
5.3.1

Pre-processing detailed chemistry
Igniting laminar diffusion flames

From experimental studies [Dec, 1997] it is known that for conventional diesel engine combustion a diffusion flame surrounding the spray is an important characteristic. Locally
the structure of this diffusion flame can be identified as a one-dimensional non-premixed
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Figure 5.2: Schematic representation of numerical model separated in a pre-processing and an online
calculation part.

flame. For that reason we chose to solve 1D counterflow non-premixed flames as in other
flamelet based models. In this study those laminar flames are solved with our in-house
code CHEM1D [CHEM1D, 2012], under the commonly made assumption that all Lewis
numbers are equal to 1. Unsteady diffusion flames are used additionally to steady diffusion
flames at a broad range of strain rates (0.1 < a < 500). The igniting flame is solved for
a single strain rate value of 500 [s−1 ], as discussed in Chapter 3. Starting with a mixing
solution in a counterflow setup, the auto-ignition process is followed in time. Subsequently
the solutions are tabulated in an FGM.
This is done for 7 pressure levels. The seven points are chosen logarithmical in pressure, between start of injection and the point of maximum pressure (see Fig. 5.3). Corresponding mean temperatures are derived from the experimental pressure curve and used
as oxidizer temperature in the laminar flame computations. The fuel stream temperature is
obtained from the CFD code where droplet cooling due to evaporation is present, hereby
including the effect of evaporative cooling in the FGM. The chosen conditions are indicated
with the vertical lines in Fig. 5.3. For comparison, a separate FGM is constructed at a single
pressure and temperature representing averaged conditions between start of injection (SOI)
and end of injection (EOI). In practice, the fuel and oxidizer streams are gradually diluted
with reaction products due to upstream reactions, but these effects are currently neglected
in the model.
The flame simulations are done with n-heptane as a surrogate for diesel. Although
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Figure 5.3: Mean pressure and temperature from experiments. Chosen FGM pressures and oxidizer
temperatures are indicated with the dashed lines. Start of injection, top dead center and end of injection
are indicated with SOI (707 deg.), TDC (720 deg.) and EOI (743 deg.), respectively. The exact fuel
injection profile is represented with the dash-dot line.

the physical properties are not the same, n-heptane is a widely used model fuel since the
auto-ignition behavior is close to that of diesel. In this study, the very compact TRF reaction mechanism is used which contains 248 reactions among 48 species. Details about the
mechanism are given in Section 2.4.

5.3.2

Coordinate transformation

In CHEM1D the detailed chemistry solutions are computed in physical space and time.
These flame solutions are tabulated as function of general coordinates that represent the local mixture composition and its reaction progress. Therefore a coordinate transformation to
mixture fraction Z and reaction progress variable Y is performed. The pressure dependence
is parameterized by generating these tabulated solutions at different adequately chosen pressure levels. Here, the pressure is simply defined as the absolute instantaneous pressure, the
mixture fraction and progress variable have more complex definitions.
The mixture fraction definition from [Bilger et al., 1990] is adopted:
Z=

ZC −ZC,2
Z −Z
Z −Z
+ 12 HMHH,2 − OMOO,2
MC
Z
−Z
Z
−Z
Z
−Z
2 C,1MC C,2 + 12 H,1MH H,2 − O,1MO O,2

2

,

(5.1)

where Zi is the element mass fraction and Mi is the molar mass of the elements carbon (C),
hydrogen (H) and oxygen (O). The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the constant mass fraction in
the defined fuel and oxidizer stream, respectively.
The definition of a progress variable should satisfy the requirement for monotonicity
and should represent the various stages during the reaction progress in a balanced way.
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In this study the progress variable is defined as a combination of carbon-dioxide (CO2 ),
carbon-monoxide (CO) and formaldehyde (CH2 O) mass fractions:
Y=

YCO2
YCO
YCH2 O
+
+
,
MCO2
MCO
MCH2 O

(5.2)

where Yi is the mass fraction of species i. This definition is chosen because for the case
considered here it gives a monotonically increasing behavior during ignition within the time
frame which is of practical interest (few milliseconds). Only at the end of ignition, the
maximum value of the progress variable typically decreases a little due to slow diffusion
processes and relaxation to chemical equilibrium, hence this part is omitted from the FGM.
The choice for a combination of CO2 , CO and CH2 O mass fractions stems from global
properties of hydrocarbon chemistry that CH2 O is an intermediate that marks the early
stages of combustion at relative low temperatures. Later in the combustion process CO
becomes more important, ultimately (ideally) all carbon atoms end up in CO2 molecules.

5.3.3

PDF integration

The laminar flame solutions are integrated with presumed PDF functions to account for
turbulent fluctuations. The mean quantities are defined as:
fe =

Z

0

1

Z

0

1

g
g
002 )P
002 ) dZdC.
e Z
e(C; C,
eC
f (Z, C) Pe(Z; Z,

(5.3)

Note that this explicit formulation assumes that the mixture fraction Z and the scaled
progress variable C are statistically independent (see Section 4.2.4). For Z as well as for C
the β-PDF is chosen [Vreman et al., 2008]. Pressure fluctuations are small and neglected,
so p is assumed constant at each time step.

5.4
5.4.1

CFD code and FGM interaction
Governing equations

From the conservation equations that describe the fluid dynamics in reacting flows (Eq. (2.1),
(2.2), (2.3), (2.4)) expressions for time-averaged quantities are derived (ensemble-averaged
in the case of piston engines). The averaging procedure results in the so-called Reynolds
Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations wherein unknown terms emerge that are either
neglected for their small contribution, or modeled. Comprehensive derivations and discussions can be found in outstanding textbooks such as [Poinsot and Veynante, 2012, Peters,
2000, Warnatz et al., 1996, Libby and Williams, 1994]. Here, the final equations as solved
in this study are presented.
The first step in averaging the conservation equations is the Reynolds decomposition
of a certain quantity (ϕ) in a turbulent flow into its arithmetic mean (ϕ̄ (ensemble-average))
and fluctuation (ϕ0 ) as ϕ = ϕ̄ + ϕ0 . To avoid unknown terms for variable density flows (e.g.
reacting flows) where ρ0 6= 0, the Favre average (mass-weighted average) is introduced
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ϕ
e = ρϕ
e + ϕ00 . The RANS equations
ρ̄ , with the corresponding Favre decomposition ϕ = ϕ
take the following form when Eq. (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), and (2.4) are ensemble-averaged:

∂ ρ̄ ~
e) = sem ,
+ ∇ · (ρ̄~u
(5.4)
∂t
∂ e
00 ~
e~u
e) = −∇p̄
~ · (ρ̄~u
~ +∇
~ · ē
~ · (ρ̄~u]
(5.5)
(ρ̄~u) + ∇
τ + ρ̄~g + e
~sf − ∇
u00 ),
| {z }
∂t


∂ e
∂ p̄ e ~
00 h00 ) + s
ee
~ · (ρ̄~u
~ · λ∇
~ Te + ∇
~ · (ρ̄~u]
(ρ̄h) + ∇
h) =
+ ~u · ∇p̄ − ∇
eh , (5.6)
| {z }
∂t
∂t
∂ e
00 Y 00 ) + ω̇ + s
eYei ) = ∇
^
~ · (ρ̄~u
~ · (ρ̄D
e Yei ) + ∇
~ · (ρ̄~u
(ρ̄Yi ) + ∇
ei , i ∈ [1, Ns ].(5.7)
i
∂t
| {z i}

The terms sem , e
~sf , seh , sei , which were not present in the original equations in Chapter 2,
are the mass, momentum, energy and species interaction sources from the liquid phase,
respectively. The laminar viscous tensor τ̄ is taken equal to a Newtonian fluid, the laminar
heat conduction flux q in Eq. 2.3 is modeled using Fourier’s law, and the laminar mass
~ · (ρU
~ i Yi ) in Eq. 2.4 are modeled using Fick’s law with unity Lewis
diffusion fluxes ∇
numbers.
The turbulent terms, indicated with |{z} , that arise due to averaging the equations are
modeled with the Eddy viscosity approach. Eddy viscosity turbulence models are the most
widespread in the combustion modeling community and engineering practice because they
00 ~
are robust and relatively simple. Accordingly, the Reynolds stresses ρ̄~u]
u00 are modeled
00 h00 , and the
using the Boussinesq hypothesis Eq. (5.8). The turbulent enthalpy flux ρ̄~u]
00
00
^
turbulent species fluxes ρ̄~u Yi are closed using a classical gradient assumption as written
in Eq. (5.9) and (5.10), respectively.


00 ~
e + (∇
e)T − 2 (∇
e)I¯ + 2 ρ̄k,
~ ~u
~ ~u
~ · ~u
ρ̄~u]
u00 = −µt ∇
(5.8)
3
3
µ ~e
00 h00 = − t ∇
h,
(5.9)
ρ̄~u]
P rt
µt ~ e
00 Y 00 = −
^
ρ̄~u
∇Yi ,
(5.10)
i
Scit
with µt the turbulent dynamic viscosity of the mixture (Eddy viscosity), I¯ the unit tensor, k
the turbulent kinetic energy which is defined below, P rt the turbulent Prandtl number, and
Scit the turbulent Schmidt number of species i.
The Eddy viscosity models are dedicated to evaluate µt in such a way that the effect of
turbulence on the mean flow quantities is taken into account. Zero-equation, one-equation
and two-equation models have been proposed. The two-equation k-ε model (and its variants) is by far the most used model. In this study, the standard k-ε formulation has been
applied. The turbulent dynamic viscosity is then estimated by:
µt = ρ̄Cµ

k2
,
ε

(5.11)

00 · ~
u00 stands for the turbulent kinetic energy, and
where Cµ is the model constant, k = 21 ~u^
^
~ 2 denotes its dissipation rate. k and ε are described by transport equations
ε = ρ̄µ(∇u)
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written as:
∂
ek) =
~ · (ρ̄~u
(ρ̄k) + ∇
∂t
∂
eε) =
~ · (ρ̄~u
(ρ̄ε) + ∇
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σk
 

2
~ · µ + µt ∇ε
~ + C1 ε P − C2 ρ̄ ε
∇
σε
k
k
ε
e
~ · ~u.
+C3 µt PB + C4 ρ̄ε∇
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~ ·
∇



(5.12)

(5.13)

00 ~
e is the production term and PB = − gi ∇ρ̄
~ ~u
~ is the buoyancy
Here, P = −ρ̄~u]
u00 : ∇
ρ̄σh,t
term. The σ’s are turbulent Prandtl numbers for k and ε and C’s are model constants. All
model coefficients are listed in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: k-ε model constants [sta, 2008].

Cµ
0.09

5.4.2

C1
1.44

C2
1.92

C3
1.44

C4
0.33

σk
1.0

σε
1.22

Spray modeling

Mixture formation is a prerequisite for any combustion process. Here, it is modeled with
Star-CD’s Lagrangian spray model [sta, 2008]. As such, evaporative cooling is incorporated
via a sink term in the enthalpy equation. Various combinations of nozzle flow, atomization
and droplet breakup models are compared. The best performing combination, according to
measured liquid and vapor penetration lengths, is determined as the modified MPI model for
nozzle flow, and the Reitz-Diwakar model for atomization and droplet breakup. Evaporation
of droplets introduces gaseous heptane into the continuous phase. This implies that for the
initially zero mixture fraction (fresh air only) a source term has to be introduced in its
transport equation, which will be shown further on. Spray modeling, even for non-reacting
cases, has proven to be a challenging task. Hence, a vast amount of studies have been
devoted to spray model development. Since this study is focused on combustion modeling,
the discussion on spray models is beyond the scope. Information on the evaluation of the
Lagrangian approach to specific spray cases that are relevant for this study can be found
in [Egüz et al., 2012, Rijk, 2009].

5.4.3

Additional transport equations

Instead of solving Eq. (5.7) for each species, in the FGM approach only 4 transport equations for the means and variances of Z and Y are solved simultaneously with the averaged
mass, momentum and enthalpy equations. In order to retrieve chemical sources from the
g
g
002 , Y,
002 and p have to be known. The
e Z
e Y
FGM database, the five lookup parameters Z,
absolute cell pressure is passed directly from the CFD solver. Liquid fuel evaporation introduces a source term in the equation of the mean mixture fraction. Averaging the mixture fraction equation Eq. (2.26) in the same way as for the conservation equations in Section 5.4.1, and making similar assumptions about the unclosed terms (gradient assumption,
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unity Lewis numbers), the Ze transport equation becomes:
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eZ)
~ · (ρ̄~u
e −∇
~ · (ρ̄(D + Dt )∇
~ Z)
e = ω̇Z ,
(ρ̄Z) + ∇
∂t
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(5.14)

where D and Dt are the laminar and turbulent diffusion coefficients, respectively. ω̇Z is the
source from fuel evaporation as defined in Eq. (2.26). Following the same procedure for
e
Eq. (2.27) gives the equation for Y:
∂ e
˜Y)
~ · (ρ̄~u
e −∇
~ · (ρ̄(D + Dt )∇
~ Y)
e = ω̇Y .
(ρ̄Y) + ∇
∂t

(5.15)

In this equation, ω̇Y is the average chemical source term of Ye which is tabulated in the
g
g
002 and Y
002 are obtained by multiplying the conservaFGM. Equations for the variances Z
tion equations of Z (Eq. (2.26)) and Y (Eq. (2.27)) with Z 00 and Y 00 , respectively, and then
averaging. After algebraic manipulations, the transport equations read:
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(5.17)
+2Y 00 ω̇Y .
The influence of droplet evaporation on the mixture fraction variance is omitted because of
its small contribution [Gill et al., 1996]. The last term in Eq. (5.17) represents the tabulated
g
002 . Simulations show that the variance of the progress variable is typically very
source of Y
small. Therefore, it is often neglected or taken a constant nonzero value.

5.4.4

Online CFD-FGM interaction

The interaction between the CFD code and the pre-processed FGM is summarized in Fig. 5.2.
Each time the averages and variances of the mixture fraction and the progress variable are
computed, they are used to interpolate in the FGM databases to retrieve the desired quantities that correspond to that instantaneous pressure. The chemical sources for the mean and
the variance of the progress variable (ω̇Y , Y 00 ω̇Y ) are returned to the transport equations in
question. Also species mass fractions are returned to the solver to compute the temperature
via the enthalpy conservation equation.

5.5

Results

Four different simulations are performed for a representative engine operating point (1500
RPM , 100% load) in a DAF Trucks HD DI diesel. This turbo charged and aftercooled
engine has a 130 mm bore x 162 mm stroke and is equipped with two-actuator [Greeves
et al., 2003] pump line nozzle FIE, which enables an accurate control of the needle opening
and closing pressure compared to the traditional spring controlled injectors. Commercial
European diesel fuel is used in the experiment, and the experimental fuel injection profile
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(corrected for fuel energy content) served as input to n-heptane simulations. The computational domain is depicted in Fig. 5.1 at bottom dead center position. This sector mesh
corresponds to the share of a single fuel spray. Periodic boundary conditions are applied
on the symmetry planes whereas all other planes are approximated by walls with a constant
temperature, which is reasonable since these walls are actively cooled. Proper boundary
temperatures and initial swirl conditions are estimated from the experiment. One simulation
is performed with the FGM at averaged conditions and the others with 3, 5 and 7 pressure
levels FGM, respectively. Before the implications of pressure dependent FGM simulations
are presented, some scalar fields of the spray cross-section are considered.
In Fig. 5.4, scalar values of three species and temperature are depicted shortly after
top dead center (aTDC). The cross-sections are taken from the plane defined by the injector umbrella angle and the nozzle exit, as sketched in Fig. 5.1 with the dashed line. The
spray direction is from left to right, and the liquid phase is omitted from the figures. Asymmetry in the spray figures is caused by (counter clockwise) swirl and the stochastic nature
of the Lagrangian spray model. These scalar fields give an impression of the qualitative
performance of the used approach concerning phenomenological diesel combustion characteristics. The first observation from these figures is that flame lift-off is inherently captured.
In Fig. 5.4a it is shown that CH2 O is mainly formed at the lift-off position, and only exists at the fuel rich inner region of the spray. Also CO is only present at the oxygen lean
inner region of the spray as seen in Fig. 5.4b. The intermediate species react with oxygen
from the ambient into end products at the spray periphery. This process is visualized by the
mass fraction of OH in Fig. 5.4c. The OH concentration shows the diffusion flame reaction,
where approximately stoichiometric conditions exist and therefore also high temperatures
(see Fig. 5.4d). These results are completely coherent with experimental observations of
CH2 O and OH [Dec, 1997, Donkerbroek et al., 2010].
Here, auto-ignition delay is defined at the point where the cumulative heat release has
reached its minimum, corresponding to the situation where the cooling effect of the evaporating fuel is compensated by the heat release due to chemical reactions. As an example,
the cumulative heat releases of the experiment and one simulation are depicted in Fig. 5.5
where the ignition delay is indicated with the circles.
Auto-ignition delays for the four simulations are presented in Fig. 5.6. This figure
shows that taking into account more than 5 pressure levels from the engine’s pressure map
does not change the predicted ignition behavior. So, we can conclude that the chemistry
tabulation is already converged at a moderate number of 5 pressure discretization points.
In Fig. 5.5 the simulation shows a more rapid rise in heat release (and pressure) during
ignition than the experiment, giving rise to an increased deviation from the experimental
curve in the rest of the engine cycle. The high pressure rise rate is related to the short burn
duration that follows from the applied reaction mechanism as discussed in Section 2.2.2.
The present amount of combustable mixture at the moment of ignition has a significant
effect as visualized with the pressure rise rates as function of the crank angle in Fig. 5.7. It
is clearly seen that later ignition causes higher pressure rise rates.
An illustrative example is the long ignition delay for the FGM representing averaged
conditions. Although this FGM is created with averaged conditions between SOI and EOI,
so at relatively high pressure and oxidizer temperature, it still ignites later. This is due to the
fact that for that case the most-reactive condition shifts to higher Z. In the engine simulation
these conditions occur later, leading to a larger fuel content and thus a larger pressure rise
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Figure 5.4: Contours at spray cross-section, 2.5 degrees aTDC. The stoichiometric iso-contour of Z
and the injector exit are indicated with the dashed line and the arrow, respectively.

rate at the moment of ignition.

5.6

Discussion

There are several points of special interest for following studies. In this study only nonpremixed flames are tabulated. Although the success of tabulating non-premixed flames for
the simulation of spray ignition and stabilization is demonstrated in Chapter 4, the inclusion of partially premixed solutions in the FGM database might be important for several
reasons. At colder conditions, flame stabilization may be governed by flame propagation
rather than ignition chemistry. Partial premixing also occurs in multiple injection strategies
where early in the stroke fuel is injected, so the ambient air is premixed with fuel when
the main injection event starts. FGM simulations with partially premixed flames has been
studied before [Bongers, 2005, Vreman et al., 2008]. In principle these situations can be
captured within the given framework.
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Figure 5.5: Cumulative heat release rate. Auto-ignition defined at minimum.

When EGR is applied, the oxidizer stream is diluted with reaction products, which
can easily be accounted for in the FGM database by changing the oxidizer composition
of the laminar diffusion flames. Dilution of the ambient air with reaction products during
combustion is more difficult to implement since it will increase the parameter space, but
still it is possible. However, this process is thought to be less important since recirculation
areas at the sides of the spray will supply sufficient fresh air into the reaction zone.
The treatment of end of injection and beyond needs to be studied. The reaction process
may no longer be represented by non-premixed diffusion flames, and left over fuel vapor
may stop reacting due to cooling from expansion and through heat losses close to walls.
This stage is probably better represented by volume reactions, consequently the database
should be generated using homogeneous reactor calculations. An extra controlling variable,
the specific enthalpy, can be introduced to account for the effect of heat loss. There is no
g
002 , Y
e Z
e and
principle limitation in the current approach since the transport equations for Z,
g
002
Y remain unchanged.
It should be noted that the difference between the simulation and experiment with respect to auto-ignition delay can have several causes. First, the uncertainty in the heat release
analysis of the experiments itself (exact in-cylinder mass, composition and temperature at
valve closing). Secondly, model related uncertainties like wall heat loss and fuel effects
(Diesel versus n-heptane). These difficulties should be circumvented by performing single
cylinder experiments with surrogate fuels (e.g. n-heptane).
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5.7

Conclusions

The application of the Flamelet Generated Manifold approach to diesel engine simulations is
presented. Within this context, pressure dependent FGM’s constructed with igniting laminar
diffusion flames are studied for the first time.
Global diesel combustion characteristics like temperature and species distributions during the steady burning stage are predicted qualitatively according to experimental observations. This includes the existence of flame lift-off, a fuel rich inner region and a high temperature diffusion flame at the spray periphery. A pressure dependency study showed that
a moderate amount of 5 pressure levels have to be included in the FGM database to sufficiently represent pressure variation during compression and combustion. And, short burn
durations that follow from the chemical mechanism, result in high pressure rise rates during
ignition. As such, an unrealistic short burn duration initiated by the applied mechanism is a
constraint to accurately predict a pressure trace.
Points of special interest for following studies with the FGM approach are, the inclusion of partially premixed solutions in the FGM database, and the treatment of end of
injection and beyond.

Chapter

Conclusion
6.1

6

Achievements

In this thesis, the FGM method is raised to a level at which it has been applied to simulate the complex processes in diesel engines. To rapidly develop fuel-efficient and clean
engines, the underlying processes have to be understood. Computational tools can help if
they are accurate and efficient. Therefore, the chemistry has been reduced by extending the
FGM method for the application to diesel engine combustion simulations. Novel extensions
have been systematically developed and validated in conjunction with a variety of CFD approaches. The investigation has been carried out inversely to the staged zoom-in presented
in the first figure of this thesis (Fig. 1.3 on page 4), starting from the small scale towards the
scale of the entire device.
Diesel combustion has to be modeled with a higher hydrocarbon as a surrogate, which
ignites during pressure and temperature variations in the system. This is quite different
from the constant pressure applications without ignition for which the FGM method has
been developed previously. The timing of ignition is a crucial parameter in this application.
It affects both the engine efficiency as the emissions to a large extent. From a conceptual view on diesel combustion, igniting counterflow diffusion flames have been identified
as an appropriate canonical system to describe the local chemical process in conventional
diesel combustion, whereas homogeneous reactors are suggested for new combustion concepts (LTC). Chemistry data has been stored in FGM tables using only two controlling
variables, namely the mixture fraction Z and the progress variable Y, which represent the
local mixture composition and its reaction progress, respectively. In principle, the choice for
a combination of two controlling variables is only restricted by the mandatory uniqueness
of the mapping. However, in this study Y has been defined carefully to cover the ignition
and flame development parts of the manifold in a proper way.
First, the processes on the small scale have been studied with the aid of simplified igniting systems in 0D (only timedependent), 1D (timedependent in x) and 2D (timedependent in
x and y), which have been solved using DNS with detailed chemistry and FGM. Reactions
typically take place in the small scales, while their consequences are also reflected to the
large scales in the form of for instance heat release, pressure rise, work delivered on a piston and tail pipe emissions. So, the accurate description of these processes is of paramount
importance for the predictions on the scale of the entire engine. Mixing conditions (such
as fuel/air mixing rate or flow straining) in diesel engines are a function of space and time
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since the flow is highly turbulent. These spatial and temporal variations may induce errors
because the FGM disregards the tabulation of molecular transport processes. Investigations
of FGM’s applied to 0D, 1D and 2D cases at various mixing conditions that are relevant for
engines have shown that FGM is able to deal with the simultaneous chemical and mixing
processes. Accurate ignition delay predictions have been obtained for 0D cases. As shown
in the 1D and 2D cases, straining of the flame has a second order effect on chemical kinetics. The most important finding is that a table with an igniting counterflow diffusion flame
at a single strain rate is able to capture the trend of ignition. Moreover, a-priori analysis has
indicated that an additional controlling variable can improve the quantitative agreement.
Furthermore, FGM’s generated from igniting counterflow diffusion flames have proven to
be effective in the simulation of an igniting 2D mixing layer. The results of these simplified test cases show that igniting systems can be well described using FGM tabulation,
which is promising for 3D spray combustion simulations. The effect of turbulent closures
is investigated to conclude this.
Subsequently, on a larger scale, the developed approach in conjunction with LES has
been demonstrated to accurately predict the unsteady processes in a single diesel spray for
the first time. An igniting diesel spray is considered as the most challenging process in
an engine to model since it is governed by complex physical and chemical processes that
interact with each other. As a result of these transient processes, global characteristics such
as ignition delay and flame lift-off length can be defined, which have been used for model
validation with experimental data from [ECN, 2012]. An important part of LES simulations
is the modeling of turbulence-chemistry interactions. Simulations have been run with deltafunction approximations for the independent FGM variables. Model predictions of ignition
delay and flame lift-off length compare well with measurements. Closures based on top-hat
filtering and the commonly used β-PDF in Z-space have been addressed, which result in
increased ignition delay times. Still, the linear relation between ignition delay and lift-off
length is retained. Compared to β-PDF, top-hat filtering simplifies the FGM pre-processing
stage. More important, in contrast to β-PDF, the table dimension does not increase, which
is convenient when more FGM dimensions are needed. Although these FGM-LES results
are very encouraging, the step to a full engine simulation requires some more features to be
included in the chemistry modeling. The temporal variation of pressure and temperature due
to the piston movement, which is absent in a constant volume vessel, are the most important
ones.
Then, for the first time, pressure dependent FGM’s constructed with igniting laminar diffusion flames have been applied to diesel engine simulations with a moving piston.
The in-cylinder pressure and temperature variations due to piston motion greatly impact
all processes, thus also combustion. The conditions at the start of injection, well before
top dead center, are considerably different from the conditions at the start of ignition. The
pressure/temperature evolution in between influences the ignition delay itself. To take this
phenomenon into account, pressure has been added to the FGM as an additional controlling variable next to Z and Y. An FGM table has been generated from igniting diffusion
flames computed at certain expected pressure levels (and the corresponding approximated
in-cylinder bulk temperature). The obtained pressure dependent tables have been applied to
RANS simulations of a moving piston section. The study showed that a moderate amount
of pressure levels in the FGM database are sufficient to represent the effect of the large
pressure variation during compression and combustion on FGM tabulation.
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To conclude, the FGM method can be used to perform predictive and efficient simulations of diesel engine combustion and it has the potential to become a powerful tool in
designing clean and fuel-efficient compression ignition engines.

6.2

Future directions

The dauntingly complex processes in an internal combustion engine make the exhaustive
treatment of each feature in one study impossible. Therefore, many subjects are beyond the
scope of this thesis. Despite the effort to study the chemical process with the emphasis on
ignition prediction using FGM in DNS, LES and RANS frameworks, many questions about
this process and the modeling thereof remain unanswered. Here, several points of attention
and points for improvement of the FGM method for engine combustion simulations and
related topics are briefly mentioned.
Mixture formation modeling is a necessary prerequisite to simulate combustion. Advanced compression ignition engines exclusively apply direct injection of liquid fuel. The
process of atomization, droplet breakup, collisions and evaporation is very challenging to
model, and many approaches have been developed for this purpose. Each of these approaches have their specific drawbacks. So, in combustion studies where spray modeling is
typically out of focus, one has to handle spray models with care.
Although FGM’s generated with non-premixed counterflow flames have shown to well
predict global diesel combustion characteristics, more investigation on the (partially-) premixed nature of the reaction zone at the upstream location on the spray axis is needed.
According to the phenomenological models introduced in Section 1.2, this is the region
where the fuel-rich reactions form soot (-precursors). So, for soot formation studies, this
might be important too look at in detail. If the (partially-) premixed nature at that location is
not sufficiently represented with the developed approach, tabulation of partially-premixed
flames may be considered instead of non-premixed flames. The FGM can still be parameterized in the same way. Alternatively, a combination of premixed and non-premixed FGM
tables may be applied [Ramaekers, 2011].
In counterflow diffusion flame simulations, the (gaseous) fuel boundary temperature
has been set to the injected liquid fuel temperature. This has been based on two approximations, (1) the temperature has been extrapolated from CFD data, extrapolation of the
temperature towards Z = 1 (pure fuel), (2) and the computation of the droplet surface temperature of a single droplet using droplet evaporation models [Abramzon and Sirignano,
1989]. Both methods give similar temperatures which are close to the cold fuel temperature. Since reactions take place at low values of Z (Zst ≈ 0.06), the results are not expected
to be sensitive to small deviations in the applied fuel temperature. Still, this needs more
attention because the situation may change when for example low temperature conditions
are considered.
In this study, Z, Y and p have been used as FGM controlling variables to describe
important variations in diesel spray flames. Dependent on the purpose of future studies,
more (or other) variables may be needed next to the basic set consisting of Z and Y. In
Chapter 3 a controlling variable to account for the effect of large strain rate variations has
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been proposed. It has been shown that in a first order approximation this extra controlling
variable is not needed. However, the performance after including it would be interesting to
assess. In a diesel engine, beyond ignition, during quasi-steady combustion and the expansion stroke, when pollutants are formed, heat loss to the walls is important. An essential
additional variable to include heat loss in the FGM would be enthalpy.
The β-PDF and top-hat filter approaches have been studied as LES filters, which have
been parameterized with the first two moments of Z. The results with β-PDF and top-hat
filter are different. Since the top-hat is potentially a very efficient method [Floyd et al.,
2009, Olbricht et al., 2012], more investigation in the accuracy and limitations is needed.
g
002 ) needs more attention because of the
Also the determination of the second moment (Z
large differences observed with different models. In general, LES subgrid closure models
that suit the specific diesel ignition cases have to be studied in detail.
For demonstrative purposes, in Chapter 5, the pressure dependent FGM tables have
been based on an experimental pressure trace, however, this is generally not known on
beforehand. Therefore, the pressure/temperature variation should be estimated otherwise.
This may be done using 0D thermodynamic engine models, which can give useful approximations very quickly.
Reaction mechanisms that are predictive over a broad range of conditions is an important prerequisite for the successful application of tabulation methods. Tabulation methods
aim to reduce computational costs while the chemical details are retained by approximation.
As such, the accuracy of a tabulation method is bound by the accuracy of the mechanism
which is used to make the table. Therefore, the development of reduced mechanisms for
practical fuels is a major challenge.

Appendix

A

LES filters
A.1

β-PDF

The β-PDF is a well known PDF in turbulent combustion modeling. It is bound between 0
and 1 and can take gaussian distributions (mixed to some extent) as well as a single or bimodel shapes at the boundaries (largely unmixed). The shapes it can take are fully governed
by two coefficients. Here, filtering in Z-space is applied, as such the PDF shapes are related
g
002 . The FGM table is filtered with β-PDF shapes in the
e and the variance Z
to the mean Z
pre-processing stage as depicted in Fig. 4.3 for the general case. If all control variables
are assumed to behave according to a β-distribution, the table dimension increases from
Ncv to 2Ncv . This leads to a dramatic increase in table size. Of course it depends on
the desired resolution for each dimension. If variances for only one control variable are
added to the table while maintaining the resolution of the mean, Nv added variance levels
increases the table size by a factor Nv . For example, a laminar table FGM(Z, Y) with
(100 × 100) entries, when added with 20 variance levels in both directions increases to a
g
g
002 , Y,
002 ) with (100 × 20 × 100 × 20) entries, which is 40 times bigger.
e Z
e Y
table FGM(Z,
Furthermore, the computational effort of the pre-processing stage increases substantially.
Examples of β-PDF shapes that are relevant for the studied cases are shown in Fig. A.1.
These are all computed for a stoichiometric value of n-heptane as the average Ze = 0.062
g
002 that are present
(indicated with the dashed line), and a range of values for the variance Z
in the LES. The PDF takes a single modal shape at the left boundary (Z = 0 is the oxidizer)
for even low values of the variance since the stoichiometric value is relatively close to zero.

A.2

Top-hat filters

A much simpler filter shape is the top-hat. It follows from the assumption of constant
gradients in one cell. Pre-processing the FGM table when applying top-hat filters is very
efficient. In contrary to filtering with β-PDF, it is unnecessary to integrate for all possible
e
mean and variance combinations. Instead, at each Z-entry
Zei the desired thermo-chemical
e
e
e
quantities and their integral from Z = 0 to Z = Zi is stored. During the simulation, the
g
002 values at that point. The filtering
local top-hat shape is computed making use of Ze and Z
is performed on the fly by retrieving the correct (integrated) values from the database and
subtracting and weighting them corresponding to the top-hat regime. So, the top-hat filtered
e Y).
e This brings two advantages with
table has still the laminar table dimension: FGM(Z,
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it. Firstly, the table size increases only by a factor 2Ncv , with Ncv the amount of table
dimension to which filtering is applied. For filtering in two dimensions it results in a 4 times
larger table size which is 10 times lower than the example given for β-PDF. Secondly, the
resolution in variance space is virtually the same as the resolution of the mean because no
fixed variance levels are tabulated. A minor drawback of on the fly filtering is the increased
amount of table access needed, approximately 2Ncv times more. The advantages of tophat filtering above β-PDF integration become particularly important when more chemistry
aspects need to be included in the FGM for an improved description of the combustion.
Examples which are important for engine combustion are increased resolution for correct
ignition predictions and the inclusion of additional control variables such as enthalpy and/or
a second reaction progress variable.

A.2.1

T filter

The center and the width of a top-hat filter are defined by the mean and the variance respectively. When the mean is close to the physical limits of Z (Z = 0 or Z = 1) and/or the
variance is large, the top-hat shape can extend beyond the limits. In such cases, the top-hat
is cut off at the Z-limit and the height of the top-hat is increased to ensure that the integral
over the filter shape is still equal to one. Examples of top-hat shapes that are relevant for the
studied cases are shown in Fig. A.2a. These are all computed for a stoichiometric value of
n-heptane as the average Ze = 0.062 (indicated with the dashed line), and a range of values
g
002 that are present in the LES.
for the variance Z

A LES filters
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A.2.2

Hybrid Tδ filter

Another approach to compensate for the extent of the top-hat shape beyond the Z-limit is
to include Dirac delta functions at the limits. Then, five different filter structures can be
identified by distinct ranges of the mean (µ) and the variance (σ 2 ), as shown in Fig. A.3
after [Floyd et al., 2009]. The Dirac delta (1) and the top-hat (2) are the basic functions
that are weighted appropriately (3a, 3b and 4) to cover the regimes where the variance
exceeds the limits indicated in the plot at the top. The (weighting) coefficients that prescribe
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these top-hat shapes (the height, width, etc.) are summarized in [Floyd et al., 2009]. Here,
e and
filtering in Z-space is applied, as such the top-hat shapes are fully fixed by the mean Z
g
002
the variance Z . Examples of hybrid top-hat filters are shown in Fig. A.2b. The figures
e = 0.062 to the filtered quantity
show that by increasing the variance, the contribution of Z
decreases more rapidly for the top-hat than the β-PDF.
1
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σ2 = Z 2
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Figure A.3: Five possible shapes of the Tδ filter. Adapted from [Floyd et al., 2009].
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